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SUMMARY LOG

.0 88.6 OVERBURDEN

88.6 270.2 FELSIC DYKE

270.2 280.9 BASALT

280.9 290.2 FELSIC DYKE

290.2 292.1 CARBONATED ZONE

292.1 324.2 INTERFLOW MATERIAL

324.2 533.1 BASALT

533.1 541.0 FELSITE

541.0 618.0 BASALT

618.0 650.1 BASALT CARBONATED ZONE

650.1 828.8 BASALT CARBONATED ZONE

828.8 1796.6 ULTRAMAFIC

1796.6 1882.7 BASALT ULTRAMAFIC

1882.7 1883.9 ALTERED SYENITE

1883.9 1884.6 ULTRAMAFIC

1884.6 1885.3 FAULT ZONE
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Geology

1885.3 1885.4 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE

1885.4 1929.3 INCIPIENT ALTERED ULTRAMAFICS

1929.3 1935.0 CHERT

1935.0 1937.5 INCIPIENT ALTERED ULTRAMAFICS

1937.5 1938.5 QUARTZ

1938.5 1939.5 INCIPIENT ALTERED ULTRAMAFICS

1939.5 1947.0 TUFF

1947.0 1948.6 ULTRAMAFIC SILICIFIED

1948.6 2028.2 INCIPIENT ALTERED ULTRAMAFICS

2028.2 2048.5 ULTRAMAFIC

2048.5 2055.5 MAFIC INTRUSIVE

2055.5 2062.5 ULTRAMAFIC

2062.5 2112.7 FELSIC DYKE FELSITE

2112.7 2145.7 ULTRAMAFIC

2145.7 2383.6 BASALT

2383.6 2429.2 ULTRAMAFIC

2429.2 2440.5 BASALT

2440.5 3114.2 ULTRAMAFIC

3114.2 3124.1 QUARTZ VEIN ZONE

3124.1 3196.9 CARBONATED ZONE CARBONATED ULTRAMAFICS

3196.9 3273.0 CARBONATED ULTRAMAFICS

3273.0 3618.9 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE

3618.9 3756.9 CARBONATED ZONE

3756.9 3835.8 TUFF

3835.8 3896.9 MAFIC TUFF

3896.9 4128.6 LAPILLI TUFF
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.0 88.6 OVERBURDEN
Sand and Boulders down to 88.6 with heavier boulders and gravel in the 
lowermost 35 feet or so. Hx casing was reamed to about 59 feet where the 
shoe failed in boulders. NX casing was then run down to bedrock at 88.6 and 
reamed into rock for 10 feet. The casing was then cemented.

88.6 270.2 FELSIC DYKE

The hole collars in a maroon to pale purple-pink coloured porphyritic 
intrusive which is probably best lumped in with the FD family of dykes. 
Locally the rocks bear some resemblance to FP dykes, however a crude bimodal 
character and the strongly altered, more cluttered matrix suites the FD 
designation. Silicified and/or albitic throughout. Variably hematitic. The 
unit has caught up several small rafts of strongly metasomatised mafic 
material, numerous tiny angular mafic fragments and a section of carbonated 
tuffaceous-looking material which resembles material seen in other Anoki 
holes. The host is predominantly porphyritic, however there is some local 
differentiation into much finer grained almost felsite-like rocks. A 
population of subhedral, pale white feldspar grains 2-4 mm across are most 
common. Much less common are scattered larger grains up to 8 mm across. 
These phenos are probably plagioclase. The rocks here are quite hard, 
variably magnetic and generally calcitic in fractures and about fine veins. 
Coring well, but blocky throughout with some crushed and broken sections. 
More details follow.

88.6 109.5 Felsic Dyke.
A dark purple, fairly clean section with distinctive phenos. Quite blocky 
and broken up locally. Weakly mineralised with traces of diss py. Xcut by 
low angle, very tight fractures, some of which contain chlorite or hematite. 
A bit of pale pink Fe staining is beginning to form around some fractures.

109.5 114.8 Felsic Dyke.
A slightly more maroon coloured section with slightly fuzzier, slightly more 
rounded phenos. Bounded at 114 by a razor sharp 25 degree contact? 
alteration front?. Locally finely fractured to almost sheared at about 30 
DTCA; more intense Fe/K alteration is evident in and about these features. 
Slightly more pyritic in this section; very finely diss grains are the norm. 
Xcut by a few carb-qtz sweats with chloritic margins and traces of py.

114.8 116.9 Felsic Dyke.
A short section of grey to grey-green, strongly altered/contaminated FD. May 
contain a couple of (almost digested) small rafts of carbonated material? 
Xcut by numerous dirty qtz-carb-chlorite stringers which also contribute to 
the alteration. Locally weakly sericitic; cracked up with scrappy carb 
stringers and probably silicified. Possibly weakly epidotised here. 
Fractures typically lie at 30-45 DTCA. Cloudy, weakly mottled matrix with 
recognizable phenos. Weakly mineralised with spotty and finer diss py. 
Gradational lower contact.

116.9 122.2 Felsic Dyke.
Returning to the maroon-purple host phase. A clean section with relatively
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fresh phenocrysts. Slightly cracked up with tiny high angle calcite-filled 
threads. Locally reddened about these fractures. Slightly more fine diss py 
here as compared to the sections above. Moderately magnetic. Sharp lower 
contact @ 30 DTCA.

122.2 128.5 Mi? If?.
A section of pale pink, very fine grained dyke material. Very strongly 
carbonated (calcite) and significantly more magnetic than the host porphyry. 
Bounded by sharp contacts   30/10 with some suggestion of 
chilling/alteration against the contacts. A massive, but grainy/gritty unit 
which has been bleached and probably mostly recrystallised. The rocks have a 
subtle mottled to blotchy texture in part; local remnant? textures suggest a 
possible mafic dyke protolith. Xcut by a few 1-3 mm thick carb stringers, 
generally lying at high core angles. Weakly mineralised with small amounts 
of diss (matrix) py and slightly coarser fracture/vein controlled py. This 
unit contains a raft of strongly carbonated(ankeritic)and weakly 
amphibolitic dark green mafic material S 125.0 to 126.4. It is bounded by 
sharp contacts @ 70/80 DTCA. The edges of the raft are strongly 
metasomatised and spotted/mottled; this texture grades into a slightly more 
recognizable weakly foliated mafic rock in the centre of the fragment. 
Essentially non-magnetic and very weakly mineralised with a few spots of py. 
Xcut by a high angle, l in thick dull grey qtz vein which contains small 
white carb inclusions and negligible sulphide.

125.0 126.4 Basalt amphibolitic.

128.5 143.2 Felsic Dyke.
Returning to the host phase. This interval begins as the typical dark 
brown-maroon dyke and gradually becomes paler and more bleached moving 
downhole. A slightly stronger coloured alteration zone with less defined 
phenos and a bit of planar fabric is developed between 135 and 137. In 
general, the phenos become more cloudy to fuzzy moving downhole. Modestly 
mineralised with fine diss and fracture-controlled py. Cut by low angle 
chloritic threads and dirty carb-qtz fracture-fillings.

143.2 189.8 Felsic Dyke bleached.
A continuation of the host phase, albiet in a more intensly altered form. 
Pale pink to flesh to buff-grey in colour with very fine carb speckling in 
part. Phenos are still visible, although they vary from fairly crisp grains 
to more cloudy remnants of the same. Some patchy to locally pervasive Fe 
staining is developed around local qtz veining (ex- 149 to 156). Locally 
almost devoid of phenocrysts (ex- 178-183); in these areas the rock becomes 
fairly massive and reminds one of a felsite almost. Variably magnetic, but 
not strongly so in general. Modestly mineralised with diss and some fine 
fracture-controlled py. Locally cut by very low angle chloritic fractures. 
Jointing in contrast is generally developed at high core angles. Anonymous 
lower contact into darker coloured host rocks.

149.0 156.0 Quartz veining.
A zone of high angle, milky white qtz veins. These have introduced extra Fe
into the surrounding rocks giving the entire section a pale pink hue. Most
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veins contain inclusions and margins of ankerite along with small rafts of 
pale grey sericitic/chloritic material and small blebs of specular hematite. 
Sulphide, however is weakly represented here. Small yellowish sericite? 
needles are visible in one vein. Smaller, more irregular blebby veins 
sometimes lie more parallel to the core axis and are bounded by thin 
chloritic selvages. Fine fractures carrying calcite are also present(later?).

168.3 169.8 Basalt amphibolitic.
Another raft of highly altered, araphibolitic material similar to that noted 
at @ 125. It is bounded by irregular, colliform contacts lying at 50/30 DTCA 
approx. This example is well foliated internally S about 20 degrees and 
reacts to both the ankerite stain and cold HC1. Essentially a smeared out 
assemblage of carbonate, chlorite and minor amphibole. Weakly mineralised 
with fine spotty py. Very weakly magnetic in part. Xcut by a few tiny 
scrappy qtz-carb sweats.

189.8 219.9 Felsic Dyke.
Continueing with a slightly dirtier version of the host phase. Dark pink 
purple in colour becoming more grey moving downhole. Porphyritic and 
slightly more heavily mineralised with diss py in this section. A greater 
number of fine angular mafic xenoliths are scattered throughout the matrix 
in this interval also. Quite blocky and broken up; most of this appears 
related to very fine fracturing which breaks apart as coring proceeds. 
Becoming more altered and locally epidotic in fine fractures approaching the 
basal contact. Variably magnetic, but probably more so here than above.

219.9 232.1 Carbonated Zone Tuff.
Opening along a quite ghostly, ill-defined contact, more characterised by a 
short rubbly section of core xcut by low angle carb-epidote stringers. This 
interval appears to be a xenolith of carbonated sericitic tuff, much like 
some of the rocks logged on other Anoki holes. Locally a fine gritty texture 
is visible; a few fine qtz eyes/granules are present in amongst the 
carbonated matrix. This example is generally a pale beige colour with a 
greenish hue due to a variable overprint of epidote. Quite patchy to mottled 
in part. Locally veined with dirty calcite; and or overprinted with weak, 
patchy silica and or hematite. Quite variable in colour on a small scale 
varying from beige to greenish to bright lipstick red to orange. 
Non-magnetic and weakly mineralised with small amounts of diss py. Speckled 
locally with small angular mafics (amphibole? or chlorite?) Streaked with 
low and (lessor) high angle threads and stringers containing epidote, 
sericite, carbonate and hematite. Locally pitted and weathered out. Weakly 
calcitic. Terminates along a similarly anonymous lower contact (possibly 
interfingered at a low angle).

223.8 224.5 Mafic Intrusive.
A narrow, dark green mafic dykelet cuts the carb unit at high core angles. 
The dyke consists of a very fine grained matrix of chlorite and feldspar 
(now mostly carbonate) in which are supported fairly fresh amphibole 
needles. Not particularly well mineralised. Calcitic and non-magnetic. 
Contains a fair amount of fine biotite.
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232.1 251.0 Felsic Dyke.
A pale-purple section of the host phase. The rocks have a slightly spotted 
aspect due to a greater abundance of phenos. Both pale white and more watery 
feldspars are present here; both types are still supported in the matrix. 
Locally finer grained and slightly more hematitic with less phenos. A blocky 
unit cut by some low angle fractures. Moderately magnetic with small amounts 
of matrix py. Sharp lower contact @ approx 25 DTCA.

251.0 253.2 If?.
Sharp contact into a pale pink, very fine grained, slightly gritty unit. 
Similar to portions of the FD above, especially the rocks at 122.2. Very 
hard, calcitic and essentially non-magnetic. Well mineralised with very fine 
diss py. Massive except for a few tiny high angle carb threads. Very sharp 
lower contact with a tiny chilled margin, suggesting this phase post-dates 
the FD. The contact lies at 15 DTCA.

253.2 260.1 Felsic Dyke.
Resuming in the blocky host porphyry. A section rich in phenocrysts, except 
for the lowermost foot where the number decreases markedly. Purple-grey in 
colour, becoming more washed out and lighter grey within 8 in of the lower 
contact. Weakly magnetic except for the alteration zone as noted above. 
Slightly dirty matrix with more background alteration and a greater amount 
of fine mafic flecks. The rocks here are moderately mineralised with diss py 
and are xcut by very fine, low angle epidote-filled fractures. Calcitic 
alteration is well developed in most of the fine fracturing. Diffuse lower 
contact @ 30 DTCA.

260.1 262.8 Carb?.
Opening into a pale beige to greenish-hued section of crudely banded 
material some of which resembles the rocks noted at 219.9. Weakly mottled in 
part with a 20-30 degree foliation/layering. Invaded by narrow 
carb-epidote-chlorite stringers which mimic the layering. Consists of a 
series of thin tuffaceous layers intercalated with bleached remnants of the 
surrounding porphyry; remnant phenos are visible in the bands/tongues of 
intrusive. The entire zone is now heavily carbonated, sericitic and 
moderately hard. Not especially well mineralised except for some diss/spotty 
py in a few of the carb-epidote veins. Calcitic in the veining and in some 
hairline fractures. Generally non-magnetic except for the margins of the 
larger carb-epidote veins. Subtle lower contact @ about 30 DTCA.

262.8 268.1 Felsic Dyke.
Returning to a short section of mostly pale purple to mauve coloured host. 
The interval begins as a dark grey, clearly porphyritic rock which quickly 
changes to a very siliceous, more altered rock where the phenos have become 
ghostly remnants of the original crystals. Quite blocky and broken up into 
2-3 in long segments of core. This highly altered zone is crudely layered in 
part; the layering becomes quite flat approaching the lower contact. 
Portions of the layered area are quite cherty and slightly lighter coloured. 
Xcut by patchy and stringer-like carb-epidote-chlorite alteration in the 
257-258 foot range. Generally non-magnetic in the section except for the 
area around the above mentioned veining/alteration. Modestly mineralised in
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the matrix and along some fine fractures; a slight increase is noted near 
the lower contact. Sharp basal contact S 10-15 DTCA.

268.1 269.4 Mafic Intrusive.
A short section of amphibole-rich, biotite-bearing dyke rock. Very dark 
green with a faint reddish hue. Medium to medium fine-grained, weakly 
magnetic and calcitic in the groundmass. Weakly hematised. Consists of a 
fine aggregate of carb grains(after feldspar) intergrown with fine chlorite 
and slightly coarser amphibole needles and biotite plates. Delimited by 
sharp contacts @ 10-15/35 DTCA. Contains only traces of fine py. Cut by a 
few tiny high angle carb stringers. Possibly a lamprophyre.

269.4 270.2 Felsic Dyke.
A short section representing the last gasp of the FD intrusive,- consists of 
a fine chloritic rind in contact with dirty purple coloured wisps and 
tongue-like bodies of weathered/pitted intrusive material. The 'contacts' 
here lie at very low angles. The section terminates along a sharp contact ® 
20 DTCA.

270.2 280.9 BASALT
A dark green, medium to medium-fine grained section of fairly massive 
basalt. Homogeneous and featureless except for the upper 2 feet against the 
overlying FD; this zone is weakly amphibolitic and riddled with wispy, very 
low angle carb stringers. As well, a narrow pale reddish alteration rind is 
visible right at the contact in the basalt. Non-magnetic except for the 
amphibolitic zone. Quite blocky and broken up here; essentially O RQD 
values. The rocks are cut by a few 2-3 mm high angle carb stringers. Very 
little sulphide mineralisation is developed. Sharp, low angle basal contact 
@ 20 DTCA. Some very weak epidote/carb alteration is developed in the basalt 
along the contact.

280.9 290.2 FELSIC DYKE
Another short section of the porphyry noted above. This example begins as a 
dark grey to slightly purple rock with distinct phenos. Moving downhole, the 
phase becomes lighter in colour (sericitic) as it approaches the basal 
contact. The alteration/contamination is due (as above) to the presence of 
carb/tuff rafts? both inside and below the interval. The rocks are generally 
quite hard, non-magnetic and weakly mineralised with traces of diss py. 
Small carb-epidote-chlorite veinlets xcut the unit randomly at 20-30 DTCA. 
Very fine threads of carb also overprint the rocks in places. Late calcite 
is present in the afore-mentioned structures. Fairly sharp lower contact S 
30 DTCA.

290.2 292.1 CARBONATED ZONE
A section of weakly layered to crudely brecciated, pale beige to greenish 
material, most of which is altered 'carb-tuff similar to units noted 
uphole. There are at least three components here; 1) the tuff, 2) some 
narrow tongues of blasted FD and 3) a set of later carb-epidote-chlorite 
veinlets (also similar to veins logged above). The veining lies at 35-40 
degrees, as does $ittle. 
A weak foliation which is just beginning to form in the blocks of 'carb 1 The
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veining has essentially brecciated the existing components and accentuated 
the varying degrees of alteration in the 'fragments'. The rocks are calcitic 
(mostly in fractures/veining) and hard. There is some stronger 
silicification beginning to form near the the basal contact, presumably from 
the underlying interflow cherts. A non-magnetic section which is weakly 
mineralised; diss py is generally restricted to the carb-epidote-chlorite 
veining. Sharp lower contact @ 40 DTCA.

292.1 324.2 INTERFLOW MATERIAL
A sequence of interbedded cherts, fine mafic tuffs, very fine grained bedded 
sulphides and magnetite headline a broad system of basalts moving downhole. 
The interflow unit is characterised by a mildly folded to locally brecciated 
layered/bedded sequence of mostly pale grey to almost translucent chert with 
lessor chloritic tuff beds. The bedding/layering orientation is quite 
variable between 20 and 50 DTCA; 30 to 40 degrees may be more representative 
of the primary attitude. Included in the cherty/siliceous sections are 1/8 
to l in thick layers and lenses of pyrrhotite and magnetite. Traces of 
sphalerite and chalcopyrite are present in and about the pyrrhotite and in 
or about related bands, layers or clusters of pyrite grains. Grading is 
developed in some of the mafic tuff beds, but tops are not conclusive from 
these. The system has been most strongly deformed in a ductile manner; 
folds, and boudinage structures are most common. As well, more brittle 
deformation in the form of brecciation and later fine offsetting/cracking in 
the lithified matrix is present. Fine calcitic threads and stringers 
overprint much of the unit. The unit concludes with a frothy, slightly 
ropey/flow brecciated top? which has been strongly epidotised near the basal 
contact of the system. More details follow below in the breakout.

292.1 297.0 Chert.
A section of mostly chert with deformed rafts and swirling masses of broken 
up pyrrhotite and magnetite beds. Slightly more carb threads towards the 
bottom of the section. Contains a few streaky/lumpy py layers which consist 
of trains of intergrown py cubes. Layering here lies at 30-45 degrees. A few 
low angle pyritic fractures cut the section.

297.0 297.5 Tuff.
A narrow lens of fine chloritic tuff. Contacts lie @ 15/30. Gritty, finely 
laminated internal structure. The interval is bounded by 1/4 in thick 
magnetite beds. Some subtle grading here, but nothing too definitive. 
Strongly magnetic.

297.5 299.0 Chert graphitic.
A more chaoitic interval, very dark to black in colour. Possibly graphitic 
in part. Quite magnetic in part. Broken-up magnetite beds are distributed 
around the section. Diss, fine spotty and very fine fracture-controlled py 
is the dominant sulphide.

299.0 300.8 Tuff.
A dark green, very weakly laminated section. Weakly mineralised and riddled 
with a few dark grey qtz sweats. Sharp contacts @ 20/15 DTCA. Finer grained 
than the previous tuff unit.
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300.8 304.1 Chert Tuff.
A distinctly laminated interval consisting of interlayered tuff, magnetite 
and chert horizons, typically about 1/2 to l in thick. The bedding here is 
fairly consistent and lies at about 30 DTCA. The bottom most 10 inches is 
mostly chloritic tuff with scattered cubic py. Some of the grading in the 
magnetite beds suggests tops are uphole, but this is not conclusive. The 
unit is xcut by thin carb stringers which lie @ 40-50 DTCA.

304.1 308.8 Chert.
A chaotic, brecciated interval, consisting of the greyish cherty component, 
and small rafts of tuff, very dark grey to black magnetite-rich chert and 
magnetite beds. Riddled with carb stringers and threads. Weakly mineralised 
with cubic and diss py and small blebs of pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite. 
Traces of sphalerite are are present here. Slightly irregular, sawtooth like 
lower contact @ approx 70 DTCA.

308.8 310.1 Tuff.
A finely brecciated tuff horizon, xcut by numerous high angle carb stringers 
towards 310. Locally bedded   about 20 degrees to CA. Grading here suggests 
tops are up hole. A magnetic, well mineralised interval; fine cubic py is 
sprinkled throughout. High angle, rather irregular, convoluted lower contact.

310.1 310.5 Chert.
A narrow corridor of pale grey, slightly smokey, microfractured chert. 
Contains small fracture-fillings and blebs of py and po. Fairly sharp lower 
contact @ 20-25 DTCA.

310.5 311.9 Tuff.
A small interval of dark green, fine-grained tuff, locally finely laminated. 
The unit grades downhole into a lighter-coloured epidote/chert horizon which 
in turn grades quickly into a brecciated magnetite-rich layer. This is 
followed in turn by a finely brecciated, slightly distorted cherty layer 
with abundant calcite microfracturing. The unit termuinates at a razor-sharp 
contact against the underlying dyke- contact 8 45 DTCA. Well mineralised 
with fine cubic and spotty py. Variably magnetic within the tuff components.

311.9 316.0 Mafic Intrusive.
A fine grained, very dark green, amphibole-rich dyke. Bounded by very sharp 
contacts with minute chilled margins. Finer grained near the contacts, 
becoming slightly coarser towards the centre of the dyke. Very weakly 
foliated at 40-45 DTCA. Quite homogeneous and massive with little in the way 
of veining. Slightly magnetic, and calcitic throughout. Cut by a very few 
wispy carb threads which typically lie at about 35-45 DTCA. Weakly 
mineralised with a few specks of fine py both in the matrix and in some of 
the carb stringers. Contains a tiny xenolith of chloritic tuff. Lower 
contact   35 DTCA.

316.0 320.7 Chert.
A crudely laminated section, consisting predominantly of chert and
irregular, broken-up magnetite beds. The layering here is quite variable,
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ranging from 20 degrees to almost parallel to the core axis. Well 
mineralised with thick pyritic lenses, finer streaky py and very fine wispy 
bands of po in places. Traces of ZnS and chalcopyrite are also present. 
Small rafts of chloritic tuff are mixed into the sequence in a few spots. 
The section terminates along a fairly sharp 35 degree contact.

320.7 324.2 Tuff flow top.

A gritty, locally finely laminated interval. Pale grey and internally quite 
chaotic and brecciated/disrupted. Becoming more brecciated moving downhole. 
Develops cherty flow-top quench textures locally along with distinctive 
fragments at about 322.0. A slightly grainier, weakly laminated texture 
evolves below this up until 323.1 The remainder of the interval is strongly 
epidotised; it consists of a sequence of fine tuff and chert layers which 
evolve into a ghostly flow breccia zone. The contact is a very irregular, 
convoluted interface where bits and pieces of the underlying basalt break up 
and mix into the flow top. Locally magnetic in this flow top? 
Layering/bedding here lies at about 30 DTCA.

324.2 533.1 BASALT

Opening into a broad sequence of rather massive, homogeneous flows. Medium 
to medium fine-grained, essentially non-magnetic and only sparsely veined 
with tiny high angle carb (calcite/hematite/epidote) stringers. 
Characterised by a lack of good flowy textures, except for a very few subtle 
sub-flow interfaces which are sometimes highlighted by elevated amounts of 
epidote alteration. Slightly mottled with very weak pervasive epidote 
alteration. Slightly blueish in appearance throughout. Becoming very 
slightly coarser-grained moving downhole. Jointing is limited; higher angles 
are favoured although the lack of fabric in the rocks suggests this is 
chance more than structure. Very little sulphide mineralisation is 
developed; traces of cubic py are scattrered throughout; slightly more is 
associated with the few carb/hematite filled fractures. Probably an iron 
tholeiite. Xcut by several tiny pale grey massive mafic dykes; these are 
quite similar to similar anonymous dykes logged at McBean and in other Anoki 
holes. More details follow below.

324.2 420.0 Basalt.

A particularly homogeneous and featureless stretch of massive flows with 
only the most subtle suggestions of flow contacts or sub-flow margins. Very 
weakly calcitic in tiny carb threads and fracture-fillings.

420.0 457.3 Basalt.
Continueing in blueish-green basalt, with an increasing amount of subtle 
flow texture, slightly more fine carb veining and an increase in matrix and 
veinlet epidote alteration. The core is xcut here by several very low angle 
hematitic fractures. A slightly larger grain size is obvious in this 
interval as is a slightly more obvious mottled texture due to increasing 
groundmass alteration. Cut by a pale grey-green, calcitic, aphanitic mafic 
dyke with a spotty texture at 443.1 to 443.9. It is bounded by sharp 
contacts   20/25.

443.1 443.9 Mafic Intrusive.
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457.3 458.9 Mafic Intrusive.
A dark grey, very finely crystalline dyke with a small raft of wallrock in
the center. Weakly magnetic and rather uniform and featureless. Not very
reactive to cold HC1 except for a couple of tiny carb threads which xcut the
the unit. Very little if any sulphide is present. Sharp contacts @ 45/35
DTCA.

458.9 525.6 Basalt.
Resuming in basalt. Continueing massive with some increasing variation in 
grain size, especially towards 525. Some of the coarsest grain size seen so 
far in the basalt is present in this interval. Sharp sub-flow contacts are 
beginning to become more obvious here. Slightly more carb, carb-qtz and 
epidote veining is developing moving downhole. The amount of background 
(matrix) py is also increasing. The basalt becomes slightly magnetic at 
517.2 along a subtle flow contact. A persistent set of 1/8 in carb 
(calcite)stringers xcuts the core from 518 to 525.6; they lie @ 30-75 DTCA 
and are generally not well mineralised.

525.6 526.9 Quartz vein.
A section of pale grey to pinkish, strongly foliated and altered basalt 
invaded by 3 pale white qtz veins. The veins lie at 35-40 degrees and are 
2-3 inches thick on average. They contain small blocks and selvages of milky 
ankerite and wisps and small rafts of reddish wallrock. The qtz proper is 
hardly mineralised; more spotty and diss py is developed in the immediate 
wallrock adjacent to the qtz. The wallrock here is strongly carbonated and 
bleached with some slight addition of Fe. The lowermost 3-4 inches of the 
interval is broken and crushed.

526.9 533.1 Basalt.
Returning to basalt, (although much more altered as compared to the rocks 
above 525.6). The rocks are becoming slightly foliated (@ about 35-40 DTCA), 
more strongly ankeritic and increasingly hematised approaching the 
underlying felsite dyke. More grainy to mottled in appearance, but not 
magnetic. The rocks look more brownish here and carry some later fine 
accicular amphibole in the matrix. Modestly mineralised with matrix diss and 
cubic py. Very little veining is present, except for a small qtz-carb sweat 
at 531.6 A small crushed zone is present @ 532.5-532.8; there is some minor 
qtz present but little evidence of a fault.

533.1 541.0 FELSITE
Sharp contact   30 degrees into a pale pink to flesh toned dyke, very much 
like the 'felsite' logged above in the FD system. A very hard, fine grained 
unit with a gritty matrix texture. Very fine carb speckling is largely 
responsible for the texture. Weakly magnetic with some subtle variations 
along the unit. Riddled with fine, high angle carb stringers and a couple of 
slightly thicker qtz-carb veins typically @ 40-50 DTCA. A fair amount of 
iron is in the system here; both as background matrix alteration and as 
specular hematite in many of the veins. A variably mineralised section; fine 
diss py is present throughout most of the groundmass with some rather more 
heavily pyritic material near the lower contact. Very little py is present
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in the veining. Traces of chalcopyrite is present in one vein however. An 
ankeritic and silicified/albitic phase. Contains a couple of small rafts of 
strongly altered wallrock adjacent to a qtz vein at around 536 and again at 
535. Calcite returns to the interval at around 540. Sharp lower contact   20 
DTCA.

541.0 618.0 BASALT
Returning to a more or less pristine basalt essentially identical to the 
rocks above at 420 to 525. This interval is weakly epidotised and calcitic 
in small carb stringers. Medium grained and very weakly magnetic in part. 
Not especially well mineralised; a bit more py is visible in some of the 
carb stringers. Essentially unaltered away from the contact of the felsite 
dyke above. Slightly coarser grained moving towards 618. Locally looks 
almost cumulate.

618.0 650.1 BASALT CARBONATED ZONE
Opening into a strongly foliated, intensely carbonated and locally 
silicified alteration zone. An area of strong ductile deformation which is 
not related to a dyke or other obvious(at this point in the hole) heat 
source or major structure. Instead, this appears to be more of a discreet 
deformation corridor through which a great deal of fluid has passed. Very 
strongly carbonated; much of the matrix and vein material is ankeritic 
although many later? stringers and more porous pathways are now calcitic. 
The calcite is probably late. The rocks in most of the interval are brownish 
red to pale pink to pale purple in colour and have a finely banded to 
laminated appearence which becomes brecciated/disrupted in part by irregular 
wormy/sinuous/boudinaged carbonate and qtz carb veining/stringers/blebs. 
Typically the layering/foliation lies at approx 40 DTCA, however the initial 
3 feet has much flatter, somewhat more variable fabric angles. Thin 
chloritic layers/lenses are developed in many parts of the unit and 
accentuate the fabric locally. A well hematised interval, which presents Fe 
as groundmass staining, altered vein material and fine magnetite grains 
locally.
Quite variably magnetic properties throughout. Stronger responses are 
towards the end of the unit generally. Veining is variably oriented; some 
larger qtz-carb infillings mimic the fabric while others digress at various 
(often flat) angles. A variably mineralised section; much of the py visible 
is not associated with veining. Instead it occurs as gritty bands or 
disseminations which parallel the local fabric. Locally pitted and weathered 
out along carb veining.
Probably much of this unit was originally a basalt, although portions look 
almost tuffaceous. The style of alteration reminds one of the 'incipient 
alteration 1 seen in the Deformation Zone at McBean. More details follow.

618.0 621.5 Basalt.
A weakly foliated contact alteration zone where the protolith is still 
clearly visible. A weakly hematitic zone which becomes more stained moving 
downhole. Foliated at 30 to 5 DTCA, moving towards 621. Strongly magnetic, 
calcitic and slightly mottled as the alteration intensity increases. 
Moderately mineralised with fine cubic py.
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621.5 625.0 Basalt Carbonated Zone.
An interval of almost massive pale purple, weakly foliated (flat) material 
where little evidence of the protolith is visible. The section opens with a 
chaotic irregularly veined/breccia zone where rafts and lenses of alteration 
chlorite give way way to the purple alteration product. Irregular wormy carb 
and carb-qtz veins overprint the matrix. Calcite is replaced by ankerite at 
about 622.1. Not magnetic in this interval.

625.0 629.5 Basalt Carbonated Zone.
A strongly foliated, strongly veined interval. 'Incipient alteration 1 type 
textures are developed here. Strongly hematitic and variably magnetic with 
little sulphide mineralisation. Blocky and broken along 20-30 degree slips 
(parallel to the fabric) and locally at slightly higher angles. Both 
ankerite and calcite are present.

629.5 636.1 Basalt Carbonated Zone.
A section of weakly laminated to foliated, pale reddish-brown carbonate 
material with minimal veining. Very finely speckled and slightly more 
calcitic here. Magnetic and moderately mineralised with spotty py. The 
foliation is typically 30-40 DTCA. Parts of the interval look slightly 
gritty and possibly tuffaceous.

636.1 636.4 Quartz.
A pale milky white vein with a few small wallrock inclusions and traces of
fracture-filling specular hematite. Very little sulphide is present in the
vein. Slightly irregular margins S about 45 DTCA. Slightly pitted out
locally.

636.4 649.5 Tuff.
A finely laminated/foliated section. Chloritic lenses and layers are 
interlayered with more purple/siliceous and paler more beige (tuffaceous?) 
beds?. Some bands are sprinkled with fine magnetite. Locally veined with 1/4 
to 1/2 in thick crinkly carb and carb-qtz stringers; most roughly mimic the 
30-40 degree foliation. Generally magnetic throughout the section. Variably 
mineralised with spotty and diss py. Weakly pitted/weathered in part; 
locally broken up with some evidence of shearing parallel to the foliation. 
Some discing and finely broken core around 644.

645.5 645.6 Fault Zone.
Possible fault or slightly gougy shear @ 40 DTCA.

649.5 650.1 Quartz vein.
A brecciated, irregularly veined section. Pale grey with a purplish cast. 
Weakly mineralised with scattered spotty py. Weakly calcitic. Sharp lower 
contact S approx 70 DTCA.

650.1 828.8 BASALT CARBONATED ZONE

A wide interval of variably altered/carbonated basalt with some similarities 
to the rocks logged above beginning at 618.0. The system contains 
predominantly more altered material with small windows of relatively fresher 
wallrock down to about 797. Below this, the alteration becomes a minor
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constituent related to internal structures within the basalt. The alteration 
is not related to any large conspicuous heat source or structure. The 
ankeritic zone is however more or less coincident with the stronger 
alteration zone in the upper portion of the system. A variably magnetic and 
generally weakly veined interval. Some areas appear to be more strongly 
altered (tuffaceous?) interflow horizons; some cherty material is associated 
with these areas. Variably mineralised with diss and fine cubic py and small 
amounts of specular hematite; both the matrix and veining host this 
mineralisation. A competant interval with moderate RQD values; some local 
weathering/pitting and BBC occurs more so in the lowermost third of the 
unit. More details follow in the breakout.

650.1 664.7 Basalt.
A massive, dark grass green section of fairly fresh basalt. Strongly 
calcitic and very weakly magnetic. Slightly foliated at about 45-50 DTCA 
near the bottom (alteration) contact. Weakly veined with fine calcite 
stringers @ 45-50 DTCA. Not especially strongly mineralised; traces of fine 
py occur here and there. Slightly more chloritic approaching the basal 
contact.

664.7 683.1 Basalt weakly silicified.
Opening along a high angle alteration contact into a pale green to beige to 
purple coloured flowy basalt horizon which is variably overprinted with 
silica and sericite. The pervasive carbonate alteration switches abruptly to 
ankerite at the top contact, although some fine late calcite stringers 
linger for a few feet into the unit. Subtle flowy (quench) and breccia 
textures are visible in many parts of the interval; these tend to become 
less obvious moving downhole. There are also some cm scaled mini-pillow like 
structures, suggesting a possible pillow/pillow breccia unit for the 
protolith. Variably magnetic,- some localities carry fine exsolved magnetite 
especially near some of the veining. Becoming more veined below 671; 
typically the fractures are quite irregular, scrappy or wormy and often 
contain carbonate selvages. The larger veins are more ductile features; 
smaller more brittle cracks tend to overprint the larger veinlets. A 
variably mineralised section with the greater amounts of spotty py occuring 
in or near veining. Specular hematite is present is many veins as platey to 
anhedral masses. Some of this section may be tuffaceous.

683.1 685.9 Porphyritic Syenite.
Irregular, brecciated, slightly gougy upper contact into a pale orange, 
weakly speckled dykerock. This phase looks much like more altered rocks 
logged as porphyritic syenite in several McBean holes. It consists of a 
fairly tightly packed aggregate of rounded to sub-angular feldspar grains 
supported in a pale orange aphanitic matrix. Quite hard; probably 
silicified/albitic. A few larger, rather squat feldspar phenos (fresher) are 
scattered throughout. Ankeritic and non-magnetic. A broken-up interval with 
very little sulphide. Xcut by a few low angle qtz sweats. Contains a few 
rounded qtz eyes and small specks of specular hematite in the matrix. Fairly 
sharp, slightly brecciated lower contact @ 20 DTCA.

685.9 690.3 Basalt.
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A pale green, brecciated/veined section of strongly carbonated basalt. 
Locally variolitic? with a speckled to weakly mottled texture. Xcut by low 
angle scrappy carb and carb-qtz veining and sweats. Patchy siliceous/carb 
alteration is developed throughout the section,- the rocks are quite hard and 
variably mineralised with some cueing in and about the alteration and 
veining. Weakly magnetic in part.

690.3 691.6 Altered Syenite.
A pale orange dyke? with irregular, rather vague contacts. A fine grained, 
very hard interval riddled with patchy and sinuous carb-qtz material. Finely 
speckled with carb and small flecks and blebs of specular hematite. Very 
weak reaction to the pen magnet in a few spots. Well mineralised with spotty 
and cubic py, mostly in the matrix. Ankeritic.

691.6 698.1 Basalt.
A stretch of pale biege to slightly greenish, slightly grainy basalt with 
strong pervasive carb alteration. Xcut by several knotty/patchy carb-qtz 
zones. Smaller high angle carb stringers also invaded the section. Carb 
selvages, inclusions and flecks of specular hematite are typical components 
of the veining. Very slightly magnetic towards the bottom of the interval. 
Locally strongly altered with silica and hematite, producing dark purple 
patches; these are often closely associated with veining. Modestly 
mineralised with spotty and 1-2 mm py; most occurs randomly scattered 
throughout the matrix. A very weak low angle planer fabric is developing 
towards the basal contact. Somewhat anonymous, gradational lower contact.

698.1 711.0 Basalt.
Gradational contact into a slightly gritty to finely mottled, pale grey to 
green section of carbonated basalt. Slightly more fabric developing here S 
about 30-40 DTCA. Fairly homogeneous and featureless except for a few patchy 
pale grey to white qtz blebs/veins. The veining contains little in the way 
of sulphide; some very weak sericite/fuchsite alteration is visible along 
some of the vein margins. Variable amounts of sericite and chlorite along 
with carbonate are the main rock forming minerals here. Slightly magnetic in 
most areas of the interval. Weakly mineralised with traces of diss py. Lower 
contact @ 40 DTCA.

711.0 721.2 Interflow Material Tuff.
Subtle, rather sharp contact into a weakly foliated to thinly laminated 
section of strongly sericitic tuff. Pale green to reddish to beige in 
colour. Locally disrupted/brecciated by irregular/blebby qtz-carb 
veining(very little sulphide resides in these veins). Non-magnetic except 
for a narrow zone above a region of purplish blotchy alteration at the top 
contact. The fabric /layering lies at 30-40 DTCA typically. Weak patchy 
silicification is developed locally. Some reddish alteration (hard) also 
surrounds some of the veining. A weakly mineralised interval except for l or 
2 inches immediately below the upper contact; blebby/patchy py is closely 
associated with fine grains of magnetite in a narrow band.

721.2 723.8 Interflow Material Chert.
Sharp contact @ approx 20 degrees into a reddish to beige coloured interval
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of finely laminated, rather cherty to gritty material. The increased 
intensity of fine veining associated with the harder, more reddish cherty 
beds might suggest that this is an alteration feature but texturally the 
rocks appear to be cherty exhalite derivatives. Sericitic and sorawhat more 
hematitic in the cherty areas. The finer grained components of the sequence 
contain distinctive 2-4 mm carb metacrysts? which are deformed 
(rotated/flattened with strain shadows). Bedding/layering lies at 15-20 
DTCA. Non-magnetic here except for a few scattered magnetite grains at 
around 723. Locally silicified(apart from the cherty components) and weakly 
mineralised with small amounts of fine spotty matrix py and traces of 
chalcopyrite. Sharp basal contact @ 10 DTCA.

723.8 729.0 Interflow Material Chert.
Another sequence of rocks similar to those noted above. This section 
consists of predominantly fine tuff beds which are more clearly 
differentiated at sharp, clean contacts. A more reddish toned cherty lens 
occurs low in the interval; it is xcut at high angles by tiny carb-qtz 
gashes and locally overprinted by dark purple-grey coloured alteration(more 
Fe here?) Weakly mineralised and non-magnetic. The layering/bedding lies at 
about 20 DTCA. Tops are inconclusive here.

729.0 743.1 Basalt.
Resuming in a pale brownish, gritty, intensely carbonated phase thought to 
originally have been a basalt. A fairly massive, homogeneous unit xcut by 
scattered fine gashes and blebs of qtz and qtz-carb material. Most veining 
lies at high angles, however small stockworks developed lower in the unit 
show flat vein dips, very little sulphide is visible in the veining. Weakly 
mineralised overall with some slightly elevated amounts of spotty py near 
the lower contact. Locally redder and calcitic at around 739-740. More 
heavily veined towards 743; very strong yellowish siliceous alteration is 
spilling out of small stockworks. Fine, wispy sericite? (bright yellow) is 
growing in and around some of the veining.

743.1 749.2 Basalt.
Opening along an irregular veined contact into a section of core which is 
effectively bisected by a flat contact into two different rock types. On one 
side of the core is a pale beige to greenish, weakly speckled carbonated 
basalt somewhat like the rocks immediately above 743.0. On the opposite side 
is a dark grey to purplish, weakly mottled and veined rock which resembles 
the 'flowy basalt 1 above at 664. This phase is riddled with fine irregular 
stringers around which are developed very hard, yellowish halos. This rock 
occupies all of the upper contact area and is characterised here by a very 
fine grain size and ghostly carb metacrysts. This rock slowly changes moving 
downcore; it evolves into a pale brown, weakly speckled, more homogeneous 
phase which occupies all of the core by 747.7. A magnetic front is developed 
in both rock types @ 744.5; most of the core is magnetic below this point. 
The lowermost 8 inches of the unit is mottled and finely veined; pale 
yellowish alteration is bleeding into the hostrock from the veining. A 
weakly mineralised unit; scattered small grains of py are found throughout 
the matrix; some enrichment is visible close to contacts and veining.
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749.2 752.3 Basalt.
Sharp 30 degree contact into a pale brownish, grainy, carbonated basalt. The 
upper contact delimits an alteration front; rocks below this point contain 
calcite alteration as apposed to the pervasive ankerite above. A 
homogeneous, rather featureless section which contains very little veining 
except for a couple of inches right above the lower contact. Weakly magnetic 
in part. Similarly weakly mineralised, except for the lowermost 3 inches of 
the unit. Weakly hematised throughout. Sharp, subtle lower contact S 50 DTCA.

752.3 763.2 Basalt.
Sharp contact into a relatively fresh, dark grass-green mafic flow. Well 
calcified and magnetic throughout; quite strongly so at the upper contact. 
Pale pistaio green from the contact down to 753.1; fine grainy magnetite is 
developed in a contact alteration zone against the overlying unit. Quite 
massive and featureless except for some weak patchy siliceous alteration 
developed at 761-762. The core is broken and crushed from 758.1 to 761.2; 
there is little evidence of faulting except for a tiny bit of gouge? at 
761.2. Weakly veined with fine, high angle carb stringers, and a few low 
angle more patchy carb-qtz alteration puddles. Weakly minerealised; some 
slightly elevated amounts of py occur in and near some of the low angle 
alteration/veining. Sharp lower contact @ 30 DTCA.

758.1 761.2 Broken Blocky Core.

763.2 779.0 Basalt.
A section of massive to slightly gritty, strongly carbonated basalt? which 
begins as a pale green rock and progresses through a pale reddish zone and 
then becomes more beige in colour as the amount of sericite in the matrix 
increases. Some very subtle variolitic? texture is visible at around 768. A 
non-magnetic, strongly calcitic rock with only a very few wispy low angle 
carb stringers. Poorly mineralised. The bottom 12 inches of the unit carries 
several thin rafts of amphibolitic material which might have been derived 
from an ultramafic host. This interval is macroscopically similar to tuffs 
logged above and below- closer inspection still makes a case for an altered 
basalt.

779.0 788.5 Interflow Material Tuff.
Opening into a fine grained, massive to finely laminated section of 
sericitic tuff and minor sinuous cherty exhalite layers. Layering occurs at 
a cm scale. Weakly foliated in part; variable orientations of the bedding 
and fabric are commom. Core angles vary from 20 to 40 DTCA. Locally invaded 
by scrappy, irregular pale white qtz veinlets and blobs. Locally silicified 
and subsequently brecciated. Also cut by a set of narrow, very high angle 
carb stringers. Pale green to reddish where a weak hematite overprint is 
more strongly developed. Non-magnetic for the most part, with a few small 
patches that react to the pen magnet. Weakly mineralised only. A slightly 
blocky interval. A small mafic dyke? cuts the interval at 784.3 to 785.1; it 
has sharp, slightly arcuate contacts   30/50 and is strongly foliated 
internally. Wispy chlorite and a bit of amphibole along with calcite are the 
main components. Sharp lower contact S roughly 20 DTCA.
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788.5 792.0 Basalt.
A short section of dark green, slightly gritty, strongly carbonated basalt. 
A massive, homogeneous interval which is not magnetic and lacks any 
significant sulphide. Xcut by a few high angle carb stringers. Calcitic and 
becoming foliated (low core angles)and broken up below 790.

792.0 795.7 interflow Material chert.
A very strongly broken up and crushed section of finely laminated, cherty 
interflow material. About 8(^ of the interval is crushed and broken leaving 
a few windows of whole core. Intact parts of the interval are strongly 
sheared at very low core angles. The cherty material is laminated on a 
sub-cm scale and consists of pale red, grey-green and beige layers. Thin 
streaky bands of py accompany the chert. A calcitic and non-magnetic 
interval.

790.0 797.0 Broken Blocky Core. 

793.3 793.4 Clay-grit seam.

795.7 815.3 Mafic Tuff Interflow Material.
Rubbly broken up contact into a very dark green, very fine grained unit with 
a massive to finely laminated character. Locally seggregated into reddish 
cherty/siliceous beds and subtle layers highlighted by differences in 
composition and alteration (epidote, carbonate, hematite). Much of the 
layering lies at low core angles; they are quite variable but generally 
range from 10 to 20 DTCA. A strongly calcitic and essentially non-magnetic 
unit with traces of diss and streaky py. The rocks are cut by a very few 
high angle carb threads. A blocky and locally finely broken-up interval cut 
by a set of low angle joints which roughly mimic the layering/bedding.

815.3 817.0 Silicified.
A short section of dark red, very hard and finely mottled material which may 
represent a highly altered basalt or possibly a dykerock(felsite?). A 
magnetic phase which reacts strongly in fractures to cold HC1. The upper 
contact is not well defined; the lower contact is somewhat hazy at about 20 
DTCA. Well mineralised with very fine py.

817.0 824.5 Mafic Tuff Interflow Material.
Returning to another section of dark green, very fine-grained tuff, as @ 795
above. This example is more consistently bedded at about 20 DTCA throughout
and contains only a small amount of cherty material. Much more of the unit
consists of slightly coarser-grained, pale grey-green silty beds. Grading is
not conclusive here regarding tops. Magnetic near the upper contact and
again just at the lower contact. Slightly more scrappy carb stringers are
developed in the upper portions of the section. Modestly mineralised with
diss and fine streaky py; most is found in the groundmass.
Weakly silicified/hematised in the lowermost 2 feet. Very sharp lower
contact   20 DTCA.

824.5 825.1 Lamprophyre.
A tiny mafic dyke xcuts the tuff; it is bounded by very clean 20 degree
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contacts and consists of a fine matrix of reddish (carb) and chlorite in 
which are growing fine amphibole needles and abundant biotite plates. 
Strongly reactive to cold HC1. A magnetic dykerock with minimal sulphide 
content. Strongly foliated internally at about 20 degrees(parallels the 
contacts).

825.1 825.5 Mafic Tuff.
A small sliver of weakly silicified/hematised tuff as per the lowermost two
feet of the tuff unit at 817 above. Bounded by a sharp lower contact   30
DTCA.

825.5 828.8 Mafic Tuff.
Returning to another section of dark green tuff analagous to the tuffs at 
795 and 817. This example is very weakly foliated/layered at 20 degrees to 
the CA. The rocks become progressively more carbonated and hence slightly 
lighter in colour moving towards the basal contact. Very strongly magnetic 
and weakly mineralised with very fine diss py throughout the groundmass. 
Xcut by a few scrappy carb stringers lying both parallel to and perp to the 
layering. Sharp basal contact 9 20 DTCA.

828.8 1796.6 ULTRAMAFIC
Opening into a thick system of relatively undeformed blue-black ultramafic 
komatiites and related ultramafic rocks. Locally amphibolitic to strongly 
chloritic with a weak to moderate fabric developing in those altered zones. 
Generally weakly to moderately magnetic throughout. Weakly carbonated in 
fine fractures and wisps; calcite is the dominant alteration product. Weakly 
talcose. The rocks in this sequence are generally well cored with moderate 
RQD values. More details follow in the breakout below.

828.8 843.5 Ultramafic.
A pale grey, very weakly speckled and weakly foliated interval with a 
moderate amount of fine carb stringers, mostly concentrated around 833. The 
fabric and most of the stringers lie at 20-30 DTCA. Weakly mineralised with 
only traces of diss py. Slightly broken/blocky at around 836. The unit 
contains a few narrow chloritic horizons which are concordant with the host 
fabric. Magnetic throughout, becoming slightly stronger towards 843. Very 
low angle(5-10 degrees) lower contact.

843.5 885.4 Amphibolitic.
A very dark grey to black coloured interval pervasively altered with very 
fine matrix amphibole. Variably foliated at very low core angles; locally 
jointed/sheared at these same low angles. A slightly blocky interval with 
low RQD values. Generally weakly magnetic and strongly calcitic throughout, 
both in the matrix and veining. The rocks have a patchy to crudely laminated 
appearance, with some local internal brecciation. A few patches of siliceous 
alteration overprint the rocks from place to place; these zones tend to be 
slightly more mineralised than the norm for this unit. Wispy and patchy 
calcite stringers xcut much of the unit; orientations are quite variable 
from flat to almost perp. One pale milky qtz vein cuts the core at 866.8 to 
867.4; it carries small wallrock inclusions and practically no sulphide. The 
vein contacts are sharp at irregular dip/50 DTCA. The zone bottoms out along
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a fairly sharp contact @ 25 degrees. More details on structure follow.

863.4 863.5 Mafic Intrusive.
A tiny low angle mafic dyke, rich in amphibole and biotite rolls along the
core for several inches. The dyke lies at about 15 DTCA.

870.5 870.9 Broken Blocky Core.
A finely broken up and crushed zone with traces of gouge; probably faulted
here, but the angles are not known.

873.5 873.6 Fault gouge.
A flat gougy slip lying at 15 DTCA.

876.0 876.5 Broken Blocky Core.
A weathered, pitted and finely broken up area. Remnants of a gougy 40 degree
shear plane are present in the rubble.

880.8 880.9 Fault gouge.
Strong slightly gougy shear @ 35 DTCA.

881.0 881.1 Fault gouge.
As above; with a little bit more gouge 8 25 DTCA.

883.0 883.3 Broken Blocky Core.
A broken up section with remnants of a gougy shear, attitude unknown.

885.4 1385.2 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Contact into a very sizable accumulation of komatiitic flows. A fairly clean 
sequence of flows where primary textures are well preserved in amongst a 
modest overprint of fine calcitic stringers, knots and weak speckling. 
Brecciated bottoms and less common fine-grained amphibolitic tops are 
visible in many places throughout the section. Tops appear to be downhole 
here. Most flows range from 2-5 feet in thickness. Weakly foliated in 
places; both the fabrics and stringers lie at 30-50 degrees with some 
locally flatter dips. A magnetic interval with some variations. The rocks 
are predominantly blue-black in colour with small blacker(amph)and 
greener(chlor) zones from place to place. A modestly mineralised sequence 
with small amounts of fine cubic py scattered throughout the groundmass. 
Large discreet qtz and carb veins are lacking here. The rocks are coring 
well; a modest number of broken-up zones and faulted areas xcut the core. 
The structural details are highlighted below.

943.3 944.0 Broken Blocky Core fault gouge.
A finely broken-up section with a strong gougy fault plane @ 943.3; the
fault lies at 20 DTCA.

947.5 947.6 Fault gouge.
A high angle (80 DTCA) chloritic/muddy fault seam.

949.7 949.9 Fault gouge.
A blocky interval bounded by two muddy shears @ 70/50 DTCA.
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959.4 960.9 Broken Blocky Core.
A blocky/crushed zone with remnants of gougy/mud at 960.9; a low angle fault
may cut through here.

1019.1 1019.9 Broken Blocky Core.
A narrow broken up zone with some small chips suggesting a possible fault 
went through here; probably a high angle break. About 0.8 feet of core is 
lost here.

1093.2 1093.3 Fault gouge. 
A muddy shear S 30 DTCA.

1308.4 1308.5 Fault gouge.
A flat (15 degree) slightly muddy slip.

1348.9 1349.0 Fault gouge.
A flat shear developed along a 1/4 in carb vein; the break lies @ 15-20 DTCA.

1349.8 1349.9 Fault gouge.
A gougy fault   25 DTCA with some fine rubble.

1365.1 1365.2 Broken Blocky Core.
A gougy, finely rubbled zone with some remnant gouge/mud. Possibly a high
angle break here.

1385.2 1406.0 Amphibolitic.
Entering a section of variably amphibolitic and locally silicified 
ultramafics. Foot scale alteration zones of fine and coarse grained, 
amphibole *- chlorite/biotite overprint the host rocks in a patchy manner; 
the zones become more persistant and occupy more and more of the core moving 
towards 1406. Variably magnetic internally. Much of the altered material is 
modestly mineralised with 1-2 mm py. The coarser grained areas are generally 
strongly foliated @ about 20 to 40 DTCA and have sharp contacts which 
parallel the fabrics- some of these zones may represent strongly altered 
mafic dykes? The rocks are generally competent with some low angle jointing. 
Invading the interval is a patchy siliceous zone at 1396-1397 and a very 
small dirty pink felsite   1395. The former is a coarse, grainy/mottled and 
magnetic zone where silica and carb is replacing the original rock 
components. The margins of the zone mimic the local fabric. The zone 
contains slightly more py than the surrounding rock and a pale pink mineral 
which looks habit-wise much like carbonate? The later felsite is similarly 
more pyritic although it is non-magnetic and aphanitic with no internal 
fabric. The contacts of this tiny intrusive are very sharp, but irregular 
and arcuate. Small carb ladders/gashes xcut the unit perp to the contacts. 
The whole structure lies at approx 40 DTCA. Groundmass carbonate and wispy 
stringers are calcitic in the section. Sharp, 25 degree lower contact.

1406.0 1418.1 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Returning to the host unit. Becoming slightly altered (fine amphibole) as
the underlying intrusive is approached. Otherwise, fairly clean with a small
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amount of fine cubic py scattered throughout. Calcitic and magnetic through 
this section with some breccia texture developed near the basal contact.

1418.1 1444.6 Felsic Dyke Felsite.
Opening along a fuzzy approx 40 degree contact into a very dark grey-green 
massive unit with a subtle speckling of 1-3 mm cubic py. Very hard and 
moderately to strongly magnetic. Quite homogeneous with rare 2-3 mm rounded 
dirty feldspar phenos? A chloritic unit; very fine pale green chlorite is 
present throughout the groundmass. A smattering of high angle 
carb-qtz-hematite stringers/blebs cut the unit randomly. The 
pseudo-porphyritic texture suggests an affinity with other FD units; 
texturally however the rocks look more like some very dirty, contaminated 
felsites. This example is similarly altered/contaminated especially along 
the contacts for some distance into the dyke. The lower contact is similarly 
subtle, lying at about 10 DTCA. A strong amphibole overprint washes across 
the contact area for a couple of feet in either direction. Locally more 
strongly hematised/silicified and finely brecciated. Well mineralised with 
fine cubic, slightly coarser anhedral plates and some very coarse, patchy py 
(ex- 1433). A few specks of chalco are also present. Most of the sulphide is 
suspended in the matrix; a bit of fracture control is evident however.

1419.6 1419.9 Broken Blocky Core.

1444.6 1718.1 Ultramafic Komatiite.
Resuming in the sequence of ultramafic flows as above 1385. Much the same 
texturally with a slightly more massive texture. Xcut with the normal 
irregular network of fine calcite stringers and threads. Continueing 
moderately to strongly magnetic. Slightly more talc in the system here. 
Overprinted for about 18 inches below the upper contact with fine amphibole. 
Coring well with minimal amounts of faulting or breakage. Structural details 
follow.

1505.6 1505.7 Fault gouge.
A muddy slip? occurs here @ 40 DTCA.

1515.4 1516.5 Slip.
The core is cut here by a very low angle (0-10 DTCA) slip with essentially
no gouge.

1548.2 1548.3 Fault gouge.
A strong slip with some fine crushed rock and minor mud; lies   25-30 DTCA.

1560.5 1560.6 Fault gouge.
Two strong, parallel, slightly muddy shears cut the core here. They lie at
20 DTCA.

1567.2 1567.3 Slip.
A tight slip here with slicks lying parallel to the CA; the break is at 20
DTCA.

1572.3 1574.5 Broken Blocky Core.
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1603.7 1603.8 Fault gouge.
A fairly strong slip here with a touch of muddy gouge; the break lies at 25
DTCA.

1617.0 1618.0 Broken Blocky Core.
A slightly broken up area xcut by two muddy, very low angle talcy slips and
a couple of very high angle joints.

1632.9 1633.1 Fault gouge.
A section of fine rubble and mud suggesting a fault zone. Very little is
left to point out an orientation.

1639.0 1639.5 Broken Blocky Core.
A section of coarsely broken up core. Little suggestion here of faulting.

1676.3 1676.4 Fault gouge.
A tight, slightly gougy/muddy fault plane; the break lies at 30 DTCA.

1718.1 1733.4 Ultramafic.
A slightly more deformed, pale green-grey ultramafic section with low angle 
recumbantly folded carb wisps and stringers. Axial planes are lying at low 
angles in general. Calcitic but not magnetic here. Very little consistent 
fabric is developed until about 1731.7 where the rocks become slightly 
amphibolitic, darker in colour and moderately foliated @ 30 DTCA. The rocks 
are locally shot through with narrow carb gashes in this area and they 
become magnetic for several inches at around 1731.9. Weakly mineralised with 
scattered fine cubic py.

1733.4 1734.6 Carbonated Zone quartz veining.
A pale white injection vein containing numerous fine slivers and angular 
fragments of wallrock. More foliated/deformed(brecciated)at and immediately 
below the upper contact. Bounded by sharp contacts lying parallel to the 
local fabric (  approx 30 DTCA). Moderately magnetic and calcitic towards 
the lower contact. Contains a small amount of 2-3 mm cubic py in the matrix.

1734.6 1774.1 Ultramafic.
Continueing in a grey-green to dark grey ultramafic, very much as at 1718. 
Slightly less wispy carb here (as compared to the 1718 section), except 
between 1769 and 1771 where high angle patches and threads become prominent 
for a couple of feet. More massive to slightly grainy in large part with 
little internal texture. Very irregular folding in the carb stringers where 
present. Locally mottled or crazed appearance (alteration?) with varying 
amounts of chlorite in the groundmass. Weakly mineralised with small amounts 
of background py. Calcitic throughout and non-magnetic down to about 1771; 
from here to 1774 the rocks respond slightly to the pen magnet. Slightly 
sheared at about 40 DTCA in the lowermost foot or so.

1774.1 1776.7 Mafic Intrusive.
Sharp contact @ 40-45 degrees into a black coloured, strongly amphibolitic
rather gritty (recystallised) dyke rock. Moderately magnetic and calcitic
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throughout. Consists of a fine aggregate of carb grains and fine patchy and 
acicular amphibole. Slightly biotitic. Contains a few scattered 2-4 mm 
anhedral feldspar phenos (pale milky white with strain shadows). Weakly 
mineralised with fine diss matrix py. Sharp lower contact @ 30 DTCA.

1776.7 1786.4 Ultramafic.
Returning to a blue-black, slightly speckled interval. Slightly more talc 
and comparatively less chlorite in the matrix here; these rocks are very 
much like those described above starting at 828. Overprinted with the normal 
background carb (calcite) speckling/stringers/patches. A moderately magnetic 
interval thoughout. Becoming more chloritic and mottled approaching the 
lower contact. Locally very weakly foliated at about 45 DTCA.

1786.4 1788.8 Mafic Intrusive.
Sharp contact into a very dark grey-black, slightly grainy interval, much 
like the dyke at 1174. A slightly more muddy unit with less definition of 
the components. Contains a slightly larger, fresher generation of accicular 
amphibole growing on Cop of the matrix. Slightly more mineralised in this 
example with fine diss and cubic py. Weakly magnetic in the lowermost 
portion of the unit. Strongly calcitic throughout. Contains a small raft of 
wallrock near the lower contact. Sharp, although subtle lower contact   35 
DTCA.

1788.8 1796.6 Ultramafic.
The final interval in this ultramafic sequence. A dark green-grey slightly 
gritty rock with some minor wispy (deformed) carbonate. Very much like the 
rocks logged at 1734. Non-magnetic except for the uppermost 2-3 inches, in a 
weakly amphibolitic, sheared and finely veined zone. This style of carb-qtz 
injection veining with fine wallrock inclusions is very much like the vein 
noted at 1733. Sharp basal contact @ 30-35 DTCA.

1796.6 1882.7 BASALT ULTRAMAFIC

Opening into a sequence of relatively undeformed, intercalated basaltic and 
ultramafic rocks. The rocks are a pale grass green to grey-green to dark 
chloritic green and are typically fairly massive with varying amounts of 
wispy and patchy carbonate veining/stringers. The units show quite variable 
magnetic signatures and are fine grained for the most part. Calcitic 
throughout. Slightly foliated in the uppermost 2 feet and then again in the 
lowermost 4 feet; otherwise quite homogeneous except for the carb 
overprinting. Weakly mineralised with background py; a few zones contain 
slightly elevated amounts of fine cubic py. Well cored in this interval; 
moderate RQD values are the norm. More details follow.

1796.6 1823.7 Basalt.
Pale grass-green and weakly magnetic down to about 1806. Weakly foliated 
below the top contact @ 40-45 DTCA with slightly heavier carb veining. 
Little in the way of primary texture is visible; the section probably 
consists of a series of thin, rather massive flows with a few narrow, more 
ultramafic slivers. Little sulphide mineralisation is present.

1823.7 1863.4 Ultramafic.
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A slightly softer, darker coloured section which is predominantly of 
ultramafic derivation. Some small corridors of more basaltic looking 
material (as above) is also present. Generally non-magnetic. A slightly 
greater amount of patchy carb alteration with associated fine spotty py is 
developed in this section. Little primary texture is visible; some local 
fineing and coarsening of the matrix suggests flow boundaries. Sharp, 
slightly arcuate lower contact @ approx 75 DTCA.

1863.4 1873.8 Basalt.
Sharp contact into a darker grey-green, quite massive and slightly harder 
basalt. Rather homogeneous and featureless internally except for fine carb 
wisps and a fine sprinkling of 1-2 mm cubic py. Moderately to strongly 
magnetic throughout except for a small raft of more ultramafic material   
1865.9 to 1866.7. Ill-defined lower contact; more of a magnetic front than a 
sharp compositional one.

1873.8 1882.7 Ultramafic.
Returning to a darker green, softer, non-magnetic section. Massive to 
slightly brecciated/cracked/veined especially moving downhole towards the 
lower contact. Strong shearing or very tight faulting is also present in the 
lowermost two feet of the section. Very little sulphide is present in this 
interval. Irregular, sheared/broken lower contact @ approx 20 DTCA. 
Structural details follow below.

1881.5 1881.9 Fault Zone.
A strongly sheared/faulted zone bounded by two slightly gougy shears 8 45/35 
DTCA. A stronger fault plane with fine gouge, mud and several discreet 
breaks transects the central portion of the zone O 25-30 degrees.

1882.7 1883.9 ALTERED SYENITE

Sharp contact into a pale grey, aphanitic dyke with an orange cast. A very 
strongly carbonated (calcite) felsic dyke, presumably of syenitic 
derivation, although some portions of the unit might be logged as a felsite. 
Very hard and weakly hematised around microfractures. Subsequently healed 
and in turn cracked again by later 45 degree, wispy calcite stringers. The 
groundmass is very cloudy; phenocrysts do not appear to be present. 
Moderately to strongly magnetic throughout; small magnetite grains are 
visible in a few spots. Modestly mineralised with fine-grained diss py; 
almost all is found in the groundmass. Slightly scalloped lower contact at 
30 DTCA.

1883.9 1884.6 ULTRAMAFIC

A short section of greenish-black, strongly brecciated/sheared ultramafic 
material which is part of the unit preceeding the syenite. Shot full of carb 
blebs and stringers. Weakly magnetic and calcitic. Xcut by two strong, 
slightly gougy shears which lie at about 50 DTCA.

1884.6 1885.3 FAULT ZONE

Rubbly contact 
is occupied by 
contact with a

into a very strong fault zone. The upper 30% of the interval 
small rock chips and very fine rubble; this comes into 
pale green, fine grit/gouge/fine fault breccia zone which
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makes up the remainder of the interval. This later section is cut by one 
prominent 55 degree shear and is bounded on the lower contact by a another 
strong 35 degree slip. A much lower angle break also cuts across the 
uppermost part of the gouge/rubble zone. Essentially unmineralised here. 
Surprisingly, some of this material is magnetic.

1885.3 1885.4 START OF DEFORMATION ZONE
The strongly deformed state of rocks below this point signals the beginning 
of the DZ as per McBean holes. The sequence of strong faulting in close 
association with a syenitic intrusive is remarkably similar both in both 
position and execution to many Mcbean holes. The style of deformation and 
alteration is also very similar to McBean drilling. An alteration front 
where calcite is replaced by ankerite follows shortly after the SDZ.

1885.4 1929.3 INCIPIENT ALTERED ULTRAMAFICS
The DZ opens with a very good example of the incipient alteration phenomena 
overprinting an ultramafic host. A very dark coloured, finely laminated unit 
strongly foliated and locally disrupted/folded/boudinaged on a mm to cm 
scale. Fairly hard, well mineralised with py and generally strongly 
magnetic. Much of the unit is silicified, and varying amounts of hematite 
have entered the system. An alteration front where ankerite replaces calcite 
lies at 1912.2. More details follow.

1885.4 1888.6 Ultramafic.
A transitional zone where a recognizable ultramafic host becomes intensely 
altered over a few feet and ends up as a spotted/blotchy breccia. Alteration 
fluids invade and break up the protolith resulting in dark fragments of host 
material being suspended in a brownish/greyish alteration phase. Very hard 
and becoming crudely foliated/banded   30-50 DTCA. Very strongly magnetic 
below about 1886. Well mineralised with fine spotty py. The uppermost foot 
or so of the unit is xcut by several strong slips lying at about 60-70 DTCA.

1888.6 1903.4 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
A more intensely altered section. Dark brown, with a reddish cast, weakly 
mottled and becoming slowly more foliated moving downhole until about 1900. 
Quite hard; becoming more hematitic as blotches and fine 
stringers/stockworks increase in number and size. Crudely laminated in part. 
More strongly mineralised here with spotty and diss py. Strongly carbonated; 
reacts vigorously to cold HC1. The layering/foliation lies at about 50-60 
degrees; this becomes less consistent moving towards the lower contact where 
some very flat lying incipient type stringers are cutting the unit.

1903.4 1907.0 Hematitic.
A distinctly striped/laminated section which consists of strongly hematised 
fine (cm scale) carb lamini. These overprint a very dark groundmass. 
Continuing very calcitic and magnetic. The layering is typically lying at 50 
DTCA. Progressing downhole the rocks become invaded by small reddish 
syenitic/siliceous dykelets (boudinaged typically) which mimic the fabric- 
incipient alteration as well developed as is seen anywhere at McBean. 
Strongly mineralised with spotty and anhedral/grainy py.
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1929.3 1935.0

1935.0 1937.5

1907.0 1912.2 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Progressing away from a laminar texture into a very fine foliated texture; 
the rocks turn into a very dark dirty reddish brown coloured unit with 
scattered scrappy low angle carb fracture- fillings and remnants of the 
strong incipient alteration texture developed immediately above. The fabric 
becomes quite disrupted and cuts the core at lower angles moving towards 
1912; a number of very fine arcuate slips/shears offset and displace the 
existing foliation. Less strongly mineralised with finer diss py in this 
section. The lower contact represents an alteration front where the 
pervasive calcite is replaced by ankerite. Moderately magnetic. Contains a 
small raft of the greyer material described below.

1912.2 1929.3 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Progressing into another finely laminated section of weaker incipient 
alteration textures invading a pale grey/dark green strongly carbonated 
ultramafic sequence. A typical McBean deformation zone texture; a very hard 
(silicified), strongly deformed and finely laminated rock with irregular 
(lower angle) xcutting qtz-carb-hematite sweats and/or wormy dykelets. 
Moderately magnetic throughout. Layered/foliated at 40-60 DTCA. More 
disrupted structurally in the upper third of the unit; becoming more 
consistently banded/layered below 1922. Cut here and there by pale grey, 
irregular, discreet qtz-carb stringers. Becoming more strongly mineralised 
with diss and streaky py beyond 1924. Contains a short section of dark 
reddish qtz and carb riddled material similar to the disrupted cherty unit 
logged below at 1929.

CHERT
A pale honey brown to reddish coloured, highly deformed interval. Crudely 
banded on a cm scale and invaded with dark grey/pale milky white tongues of 
qtz and low angle (late) qtz gashes. Very well mineralised with mm to cm 
scale layers, lenses and streaks of fine grainy py- most is associated with 
the original components and not the later qtz. Originally a chert sequence 
consisting of fine beds of reddish, greenish, beige and bone coloured 
exhalite material, with minor associated primary py. Much of the currrent 
sulphide is probably secondary and overprints the original textures. The 
layering/banding is oriented @ 30-50 DTCA; sulphide bands/lenses tend to 
follow this same pattern. A few small clumps of specular hematite are 
present in some of the late qtz. Strongly magnetic in the upper half of the 
unit; some fine wispy layers of magnetite are probably responsible for most 
of the magnetic effects. Sharp, slightly irregular contacts @ 45/55.

INCIPIENT ALTERED ULTRAMAFICS

A short segment of weakly banded, highly disrupted pale grey-brown material; 
originally ultramafic and now predominantly carbonate and silica with some 
black chloritic streaks. Very hard and moderately magnetic. Highly deformed 
(granulated) internally; even the remnants of incipient alteration are 
deformed in a brittle fashion resulting in a brown toned, unevenly banded 
texture. Well mineralised with fine spotty and streaky/diss py. 
Layered/banded @ about 40 DTCA.

1937.5 1938.5 QUARTZ
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1938.5 1939.5

Sharp contact @ 45 degrees into a pale milky white qtz vein. A slightly 
mottled/smokey vein with very fine low angle chloritic ribbons/streaks and a 
few angular wallrock fragments. Traces of very fine py follow some of the 
afore-mentioned ribbons; otherwise there is very little sulphide in the qtz 
proper. Most of the sulphide present is in the inclusions. Slightly 
irregular lower contact @ 30 DTCA.

INCIPIENT ALTERED ULTRAMAFICS

Continuing in weakly incipient altered, very finely banded ultramafics. A 
dark green toned section which is strongly sheared and boudinaged 
internally. Invaded by small qtz sweats and pale brownish siliceous 
dykelets? Very weak reaction to the pen magnet here. Quite hard and not 
especially well mineralised. The layering is oriented   40 DTCA. Sharp basal 
contact S 55 DTCA.

1939.5 1947.0

1947.0 1948.6

1948.6 2028.2

TUFF

Sharp contact into a fine grained, finely laminated phase with a gritty 
texture. Pale green to beige to weakly orange stained and layered/bedded at 
a mm to cm scale. The rocks vary from sericitic to weakly chloritic with 
local weak staining. Weakly silicified locally. Intercalated with narrow 
beds of ultramafic composition. Invaded by small knots and boundinaged qtz 
sweats and associated carb material; these later features mimic the dominant 
fabric. Foliated/layered at 35-40 DTCA with some flatter variations around 
larger bodies of qtz. Almost fuchsitic in part; a weak chloritic wash 
overprints parts of the unit. Locally magnetic in the uppermost 2 feet of 
the interval. Weakly mineralised with scattered anhedral py grains in the 
groundmass; most of qtz contains negligible sulphide. The lowermost 6 inches 
of the unit is xcut by later 1/4 inch thick carb-qtz gashes which lie at low 
core angles and fall on a plane which bisects and lies perp to the Si planar 
fabric. Sharp lower contact @ 30 DTCA.

ULTRAMAFIC SILICIFIED

A pale purple-grey, finely laminated section. Very hard and silicified 
throughout. Moderately mineralised with scattered spotty py. Strongly 
magnetic. Layered at 20 degrees to CA. Fine granular magnetite is visible in 
a finely cataclastic matrix, invaded by weak, mm scale incipient-style 
alteration features in part. Sharp lower contact   20 DTCA.

INCIPIENT ALTERED ULTRAMAFICS

Opening into a sequence of variably altered ultramafic rocks, many of which 
exhibit varying degrees of incipient alteration. The overall intensity of 
alteration and to a lessor extent deformation is decreasing across this 
section, although some zones might still be thought of as windows back into 
the stronger deformation logged above. A variably magnetic interval, mostly 
ankeritic with a calcite alteration front coming in O 2017.8. More details 
follow below.

1948.6 1978.9 Ultramafic. 
A dark grey to green-black to 
laminated interval. Coring well 
disrupted/folded foliation/banding

blue-black, finely mottled to speckled to
with fabric-parallel jointing. Locally
on a cm scale. Patchy silicification
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internally and at both top and bottom contacts. The dominant fabric lies at 
about 45 DTCA with variations down to 20 DTCA. Locally finely amphibolitic 
in discreet zones or narrow corridors. Some evidence of incipient alteration 
on a very small scale. The unit is xcut by a very few, larger discreet 
qtz-carb veins; where visible these features are highly deformed similar to 
the matrix. Variably magnetic; most of the unit barely moves the pen magnet. 
Weakly mineralised with background py. A tiny pale purple massive felsite 
cuts the core @ 1977.4; it has sharp contacts   30/40 and is weakly 
mineralised with diss py.

1978.9 1988.2 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
A dirty brown, strongly veined section where the original protolith has been 
largely replaced with a speckled to mottled, brownish alteration product and 
subsequently cracked up and shot through with patchy, wormy and fine stringy 
qtz and carbonate. Quite hard with remnant patches and wisps of greenish 
chlorite in amongst the confusion. An extreme example of host replacement 
where little primary texture or even the S2 fabric remains. Much of the 
veining lies at fairly low angles; larger veins are offset and shot through 
with later, very much finer veining of similar composition. The familiar qtz 
with pale milky white carb as inclusions and selvages is the norm here. Very 
little sulphide is present in the veining; a modest amount of cubic and 
spotty py is littered throughout the groundmass. Traces of chalcopyrite are 
also visible. Moderately magnetic throughout. The lowermost 2-3 inches are 
overprinted with a intense swarm of very fine 'scribbly 1 qtz.

1988.2 1993.4 Ultramafic quartz.
A section of blue-black ultramafic invaded by strongly brecciated milky qtz 
carbonate veining/patches. Small needles and angular chunks of wallrock 
litter the veining. The entire segment is quite chaotic; the earlier wispy 
carbonate is ptygmatically folded and disrupted so that an S2 orientation is 
impossible to get. The veining lies at all angles although both high and low 
families might be most representative. Weakly mineralised here with very 
little sulphide in either the host or veins. The section is xcut by some 
slightly muddy, very low angle slips.

1989.8 1989.9 Fault gouge.
A slightly gougy slip   10 DTCA.

1993.4 2004.5 Ultramafic.
A blue-black section of chloritic to mildly amphibolitic ultramafic material 
finely veined with scrappy and highly deformed carbonate. Core angles for 
the stringers are highly variable; very low angles are more common than high 
ones. Locally speckled as apposed to streaky near the lower contact. A 
non-magnetic, very weakly mineralised interval. Locally blocky and broken 
with low angle jointing/slips.

1993.4 1994.5 Broken Blocky Core.

2004.5 2010.8 Felsite ?.
High angle, cuspate contact into a pale brown, mottled and finely veined
unit. A very hard, fine grained rock which may have originally been a
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2028.2 2048.5

felsite, or may be the production of intense siliceous and carbonate 
alteration. The unit is heavily riddled with fine carb and qtz-carb 
stringers and microfractures. Locally weakly hematised and peppered with 
fine magnetite. Dark purple-grey, patchy alteration (subsequently 
brecciated) overprints portions of the groundmass. Strongly magnetic and 
well mineralised with fine anhedral/patchy py and traces of chalcopyrite. 
Most of the sulphide is not associated with the veining; earlier alteration 
seems to be more of a control. Sharp, slip bounded lower contact @ 30 DTCA 
with some muddy chloritic gouge.

2010.8 2017.8 Amphibolitic.
A dark grey to black coloured, coarsely speckled to weakly laminated section 
with an amphibole-rich mafic component. A small portion of the interval is 
pale grey and strongly silicified. As well, the bottom 2.5 feet of the 
section is strongly veined with low angle qtz and carb-qtz gashes and 
patches. Fine wirey wisps and larger patches of chalcopyrite are present in 
close proximity to the veining. The remainder of the unit is poorly 
mineralised and quite blocky, although no significant breaks or faults are 
associated with the blocky areas. The basal contact here is an alteration 
front where the preceding ankerite overprint is replaced by calcite.

2017.8 2028.2 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Continueing with a black, fine grained/laminated, amphibolitic ultramafic. 
Alteration in the rocks is becoming more patchy and wormy, moving back 
towards an incipient style in the uppermost parts of the interval. This then 
grades into a more consistently finely banded texture with 30 degree core 
angles in the lower portion of the unit. The bottom 3.5 feet of the section 
is occupied by at least three, very similar, closely spaced amphibole-rich 
mafic dykes which are very similar texturally to the host itself. These 
dykes have subtle sharp contacts which parallel the fabric in the 
ultramafic. A variably magnetic interval with very minor amounts of diss py 
in the matrix. Sharp lower contact @ 35 DTCA.

2024.9 2028.2 Mafic Intrusive.

ULTRAMAFIC
Returning to a moderately deformed, soft, blue-black interval, not unlike 
the ultramafic rocks rocks logged above the SDZ. Weakly veined and speckled, 
with very low core angles. Slightly blocky in few spots, but not crushed or 
otherwise physically broken up by coring process. Calcitic, and weakly 
mineralised with scattered cubic py. Variably magnetic.

2033.0 2033.1 Fault gouge.
A strong slip with an 1/8 in of gouge/mud/crushed rock. The break lies at 30
DTCA.

2048.5 2055.5 MAFIC INTRUSIVE
Sharp contact into a very dark brown, strongly speckled rock which may have 
originally been a fine grained mafic dyke. Very little remains of the 
primary mineralogy and/or texture. The present rocks consist of mostly fine 
amphibole, chlorite and later? l mm carb metacrysts which overprint the
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groundmass. Moderately hard and calcitic, becoming ankeritic at 2055.1. 
Moderately magnetic throughout. Weakly mineralised with patchy and anhedral 
py. The interval contains several small rafts of wallrock. Weakly veined 
with some local very fine scrappy pink carbonate stringers and gashes. 
Contacts @ 30/40 DTCA.

2055.5 2062.5 ULTRAMAFIC
A short section of blue-black ultramafic as per 2028 to 2048. A non-magnetic 
section with higher angle veining/banding (  45 DTCA). Slightly 
blocky/jointed at similar angles. Weakly mineralised.

2062.5 2112.7 FELSIC DYKE FELSITE
Entering a wide intrusive which has some of the character of an FD and some 
similarity to a felsite. This example is a very dark grey-brown colour, 
quite fine grained and rather massive internally. It contains small 
scattered inclusions of ultramafic material and small euhedral 'ghost 
phenos 1 of carb after feldspar- these small grains range from 1-3 mm across 
and are found in most parts of the unit. A magnetic and mostly strongly 
calcitic rock. Ankerite fronts are developed at 2062.9 and 2108.6. Above and 
below both fronts the dyke becomes considerably more bleached and/or finely 
veined with strong siliceous/carb alteration (giving the rock a brown tone); 
this contrasts with the more pristine character of the calcitic portion of 
the dyke. Very few veins or stringers invade the main body of this phase. It 
is similarly weakly mineralised with only scattered fine cubic py. The fine 
groundmass has been largely replaced with gritty carb and very fine 
chlorite; over this is growing a later generation of fine amphibole plates 
and needles. The resulting texture appears like a fresher Ml. It is possible 
that this dyke might be an end-member of the 3L dyke families logged at 
Mcbean/Anoki. Sharp lower contact at 50-55 DTCA.

2112.7 2145.7 ULTRAMAFIC
Returning to a section of ultramafic rocks much like the system above 2062. 
A variably deformed section which is more strongly strained against the dyke 
and then becomes noticeably less deformed below about 2130. Ankeritic in the 
upper portions of the unit with some late calcite. A more prominent calcite 
front occurs at 2128.5. More details follow.

2112.7 2116.0 Ultramafic.
A soft, blue-black, variably veined unit with blobby qtz and highly 
contorted carb stringers. Strongly ankeritic and non-magnetic. Contains 
minimal amounts of sulphide. Xcut by high angle joints; crudely 
foliated/layered at about 30 degrees.

2113.1 2113.2 Fault gouge.
A slightly gougy slip S 35 DTCA.

2116.0 2126.5 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Continueing into a darker grey to black, locally silicified section, (+ - 
amphibole) with fine laminated textures developed in part. A more strongly 
deformed, heavily veined interval; both concordant and later, high angle 
(S2) discordant qtz and carb stringers and patches invade the rocks. S2
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'veining 1 is quite disrupted and variable in orientation; more consistently 
layered/banded/foliated zones exhibit a fabric at about 50 DTCA. A brownish 
coloured, strongly foliated zone between 2121.3 and 2122.1 may represent 
more strongly (incipient type) alteration zone or possible a tuff? horizon 
which has reacted differently to the deformation process. Continueing 
ankeritic here. A generally magnetic section with some very strongly 
reactive, rather narrow magnetite-rich bands. Weakly mineralised with some 
locally greater sulphide concentrations near weak incipient alteration.

2126.5 2130.8 Fault Zone.
A highly strained area, xcut by a number of faults, gougy slips and breccia 
zones. The section opens with a fault zone which occupies 2126.5 to 2127.1; 
it consists of a strongly sheared/disced zone and a gritty/gougy fault plane 
lying at about 40 DTCA @ 2127.1. From 2127.1 to 2129.5 lies a short interval 
of chaotically deformed ultramafic host chopped up by several gougy slips. 
Some of the small blocks in this area appear to have been rotated. From 
2129.5 2130.8 is a recemented ultramafic breccia which has a coarse spotty 
appearance. The interval terminates at a tiny zone containing several very 
sharp slips. Most of the section is non-magnetic except for a small zone of 
brownish, silicified and finely laminated material. Very little sulphide is 
visible in the section; the afore-mentioned brown zone contains some diss 
py. An alteration front where calcite replaces ankerite lies at about 
2128.5; however some late fracture-controlled calcite begins to seep into 
the section somewhat higher up.

2126.5 2127.1 Fault gouge.

2127.4 2127.5 Shear.
Strong tight slip @ 55 DTCA.

2127.6 2127.7 Fault gouge.
Strong gougy slip @ 70 DTCA with a closely related tight slip about a 1/4 in
farther downhole.

2128.0 2128.1 Fault gouge- 
Slightly gougy slip @ 50 DTCA.

2128.5 2128.6 Fault gouge.
A strong gougy/muddy slip   40 DTCA.

2130.6 2130.7 Slip.
Very tight slip lying @ 60 DTCA.

2130.7 2130.8 Slip.
Very tight slip at 65 DTCA.

2130.8 2144.3 Ultramafic.
A very dark greenish to blueish toned section with some patchy 
amphibolitic/incipient/weak siliceous alteration and a minimal amount of 
wispy carbonate veining/layering. Some of the smaller more amphibole-rich 
areas may be altered mafic dykelets. Fairly soft away from the alteration
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with a slightly elevated serpentine? component. Generally non-magnetic with 
very little sulphide. Very weakly foliated in part; core angles are quite 
variable although a 50-60 degree orientation is probably most 
representative. A number of gougy slips xcut the interval, details follow 
below.

2131.8 2132.0 Breccia zone.
A tiny segment of brecciated material much like the interval above at 2129; 
this example is bounded by two strong slips, the upper one of which is 
slightly gougy. These breaks lie at 60/70 DTCA.

2133.1 2133.2 Fault gouge.
A 1/4 in thick gouge seam lying at 65 DTCA.

2133.9 2134.0 Fault gouge.
A slightly gougy slip   45-50 DTCA.

2137.2 2137.3 Fault gouge.
A strong slip with a touch of chloritic gouge,- lies @ 50 DTCA.

2139.9 2140.0 Fault gouge.
Two strong, slightly gougy slips a 45 DTCA.

2144.3 2145.7 Ultramafic.
The bottom interval of a broad ultramafic system. A blue-black, slightly 
talcy and well veined segment. Calcitic and non-magnetic. Poorly mineralised 
with only traces of sulphide. Sharp lower contact   50 with a bright 
orange-red alteration rind.

2145.7 2383.6 BASALT
Opening into a dark grass-green, flowy basalt system. A relatively clean, 
unaltered sequence of metre scale flows with well developed flow breccia, 
flow top breccia, hairnet breccia and variolitic textures. These flows are 
typically non-magnetic with some local hot spots around flow contacts and 
some of the veining/alteration. Calcitic throughout, with some stronger 
pervasive alteration locally. A weakly veined interval with fine scrappy qtz 
and carb-qtz stringers scattered throughout. The unit is well cored with 
moderate to high RQD values; a low density of high angle joints permiates 
the system. A weakly mineralised system with again, local variations on this 
theme,- small amounts of background py are smattered throughout, with more 
significant amounts of py, po and chalcopyrite near some of the veining and 
interflow material. A graphitic component is well developed at one location. 
More details follow.

2145.7 2167.0 Contact Zone.
A sharp, rather undisturbed contact into a pale olive green section with a 
coarse, (dark green) blotchy appearance due to the presence of small blocks 
of the overlying ultramafic. These xenoliths are in various states of 
assimilation into the basalt. The rocks here are xcut by a modest number of 
scrappy, irregular carb stringers and gashes some of which carry small 
amounts of py and chalcopyrite. A modestly jointed area with both low and
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high angle breaks. The host rocks are massive to locally variolitic with 
minimal amounts of sulphide. A few of the smaller carb stringers carry fine 
hematitic rinds/halos.

2167.0 2219.9 Flow breccia, flowtop breccia.
A green grey to dark green section of well defined flows with fine flow/flow 
top breccias and good examples of 'hairnet breccia 1 - a precurser to the more 
broken-up flow breccia. These flows are lying at fairly low angles to the 
core and are locally variolitic- 1/8 in diameter varioles are generally 
found in swarms or coallescing swarms/patches in the central parts of the 
flows. Some of the more coarsely brecciated areas have pale grey siliceous 
infillings in the cracks/voids. The section is sparsely veined except for a 
few slightly larger, more discreet high angle veins- these are pale grey to 
almost transluscent and contain small amounts of fine py, po and chalco. 
Very weak wispy epidote alteration is beginning to appear moving downhole. 
Tops are probably downhole in this section. Continueing calcitic with some 
magnetic areas below 2214 in some small dark grey siliceous patches, and in 
a few small mafic dykes. Very fine grained, olive green to grey green 
intrusives with sharp, rather irregular contacts invade the rocks here and 
there; two examples are at 2178-2178.5 and 2206.0. This sequence bottoms out 
along a sharp contact O 30 DTCA.

2219.9 2231.9 Flow breccia graphitic.
A dark green to greyish, rather blotchy/brecciated looking interval. Locally 
massive to coarsely brecciated rocks with 
siliceous/magnetite/pyrrhotite/chalcopyrite-bearing exhalitive infilling 
material. Locally strongly magnetic; becoming more uniformly so towards 
2231. Very little in the way of veining here; what exists is small and 
scrappy and carries small amounts of py. More fine sulphide appears in the 
groundmass approaching 2231. Strong pervasive calcite alteration developed.

2231.9 2236.3 Graphitic siliceous.
A section of coal black, graphitic/siliceous exhalite opens along a slightly 
irregular, 30 degree contact. A rather massive, uniform phase with little 
groundmass texture. Very fine grained and extremely hard. Strongly magnetic 
near more sulphide-rich zones; more variable/weaker in the matrix. Invaded 
by small wormy blebs and droplets of pyrrhotite associated with finer 
dendritic/wirey chalcopyrite. Xcut by 40-50 degree joints and slips, some of 
which have slicks which parallel the CA. Strongly calcitic in fine carb 
threads and in some portions of the groundmass. This section concludes along 
a 1/2 in thick irregular sulphide vein, rich in chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite.

2236.3 2240.6 Flow breccia graphitic.
Returning to a dark grey-green, blotchy section similar to that described 
above at 2219. Weakly magnetic and sprinkled with very fine diss po and py; 
a few po-rich nodules occur in the upper 2-3 inches of the unit. Continueing 
strongly calcitic. Sharp lower contact   30 DTCA.

2240.6 2241.9 Graphitic siliceous.
Another short section of the black, very hard unit noted above. This small
interval is heavily mineralised with patchy and blebby po, along with minor
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patchy chalcopyrite. Sawtooth/brecciated lower contact   40-50 DTCA.

2241.9 2291.8 Flow breccia graphitic.
Continueing in a dark green to grey toned interval much like the section at 
2219. Strong flow breccias and angular patchy silica/magnetite/graphite 
exhalite infillings characterise much of the section down to 2378. 
Variolitic zones and more hairnet breccia material is developed below 2378. 
Continueing pervasively calcitic and variably magnetic with more peaks in 
and near the strongest patchy alteration. Weakly mineralised with very fine 
wispy/streaky py and fine grained cm scale patches and disseminations. Very 
weak epidote alteration is forming in the fine fractures associated with the 
'hairnet breccias'.

2291.8 2383.6 Flow breccia.
Continueing in dark grey-green basalt, but without the graphitic components. 
A section of thin flows with flow top breccias, hairnet breccias and swarms 
of coellescing lighter coloured variolites. In general, individual flows in 
this interval are less clearly defined as compared to similar rocks above 
the graphitic interflow zone. Towards the lower contact the flowy nature 
becomes more obscure and a more massive character takes over. The rocks are 
invaded by patchy to irregular qtz veining typically several inches across 
and a few very fine grained pale blue-grey mafic dykes and some pale grey 
interflow material; some of these features are accompanied by fine dusty to 
wispy py, pyrrhotite and traces of chalcopyrite. Moving downhole, more fine 
carb stringers and threads and more discreet zones of the same are 
developing. A calcitic interval, both in veining and pervasively in the 
matrix. Generally non-magnetic; some small dykes are magnetic however. The 
presence of po adds to the local magnetic response also. Coreing well in 
this section with moderate RQD values and scattered 50-60 degree jointing. A 
weakly mineralised section except for some areas as noted below; some slight 
increases in fine diss py occur towards and in the more strongly veined 
areas lower in the section.
The lowermost 10-15 feet of the section carries pale yellow-green blocks of 
ghostly, nearly assimilated ?ultramafic from the underlying unit. Slightly 
fuzzy and brecciated contact @ 45 DTCA.

2295.8 2296.4 Mafic Intrusive.
A zone of angular/ragged tongues of a dark grey, aphanitic dyke invading 
basalt. The entire package lies at about 30 degrees to the CA. Very fine 
wispy and dusty py and even finer (microfractures) fracture-fillings of 
sphalerite? are found in and around the dyke material. Variably magnetic.

2310.7 2312.2 Interflow Material.
A low angle brecciated raft of pale grey, rather siliceous ?interflow 
material with a small knot of very fine pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite. A 
dusting of very fine sulphide is visible in a few others spots in the matrix 
also. Razor sharp contacts with very fine alteration rinds. Non-magnetic.

2339.9 2340.3 Mafic Intrusive.
A small, very fine grained mafic dyke with a pale green-grey tone. Very
hard, rather homogeneous and non-magentic. Sharp, high angle contacts.
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2349.9 2351.8 Broken Blocky Core.
A crushed/broken section with a very low angle joint running down the core.

2383.6 2429.2 ULTRAMAFIC
Opening into a another modestly deformed, blue-black ultramafic sequence 
very much as per rocks above the SDZ. This example is moderately 
veined/laminated with scrappy and wispy carbonate and is weakly talcose, 
becoming less so near the contacts. The veining/foliation lies at 35 to 60 
DTCA with local variations beyond these limits. Primary textures are absent. 
Non-magnetic down to 2396.2; then becoming weakly so with some local hot 
spots. Weakly mineralised with fine accessory py; slightly more is present 
in the bottom 10 feet of the section amongst some scrappy carb stringers. 
The lowermost 15 feet or so is really a strongly magnetic, intercalated 
contact zone with narrow basaltic corridors similar to the underlying unit. 
Structural details follow:.

2391.1 2391.7 Fault gouge.
A set of closely spaced, tight, slightly gougy slips xcut the core,- most lie
at 50 DTCA.

2393.9 2394.0 Fault gouge.
A 1/2 in thick, gougy/gritty fault zone lying   45-50 DTCA.

2402.1 2401.2 Fault gouge.
A tight, strong, slightly gougy shear; the break lies @ 50 DTCA.

2429.2 2440.5 BASALT

A short interval of basalt with a variable character. The rocks are 
initially a very dark green colour with a massive to weakly foliated matrix 
down to 2435.5. This area is xcut by small high angle carb stringers and 
patches,- fine cubic py is sprinkled about about in and around the veining. 
The rocks are strongly magnetic and strongly calcitic both in veins and the 
matrix. Below 2435.5 the unit becomes very dark grey to almost black 
(amphibolitic) and much more foliated/layered. The density of carbonate 
veining increases in this zone; the fabric is typically 50-60 DTCA. Small 
non-magnetic, more speckled/softer areas represent slivers of ultramafic 
material. Very little sulphide is present in this zone; a bit of diss py is 
smattered about in the matrix. Sharp basal contact S 55 DTCA.

2440.5 3114.2 ULTRAMAFIC

Opening into a sequence of weakly to moderately deformed ultramafic rocks, 
typically blue-black and variably veined/foliated and altered. This host is 
in turn cut by a number of slightly differing mafic dykes, some of which 
resemble units logged above. The basic host rock varies from a quite massive 
rock with very weak speckling to a strongly layered/foliated/veined phase. 
Variably magnetic and both calcitic and ankeritic. Some more intensely 
altered areas exhibit incipient style alteration and typically have elevated 
amounts of silica and hematite. These rocks appear very similar to many of 
the units logged above in the hole suggesting a common source for much of 
the ultramafic material. More details follow.
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2440.5 2445.0 Amphibolitic.
A coarse-grained, dark grey, mostly recrystalled section of 2-3 mm platey 
amphiboles, and minor biotite set in matrix of coarse carb (calcite) and 
finer chlorite/ talc. The interval has relatively sharp contacts and is 
bounded by a 3 in thick sheared corridor at the basal contact. Crudely 
foliated at 55-60 DTCA. Essentially lacking in sulphide and non-magnetic. 
Very little veining in the section; a few mm scale carb threads/slips cut 
the rocks.

2444.6 2445.0 Sheared.
A chloritic/talcy, rather fine-grained sheared zone cut by 3 discreet slips; 
two bound the zone at 50 DTCA and a third transects the middle of the 
interval @ 40 degrees.

2445.0 2469.0 Ultramafic.
A blue-black, slightly talcy interval with a blebby/patchy vein texture. 
Jointed/crudely foliated at 45-50 DTCA. Very little sulphide in the section 
except for some 2-3 mm cubic/anhedral py in a pale milky qtz-carb vein? O 
2466.5 to 2467. Variably calcitic, slowly decreasing in intensity down to 
2464 where only traces remain. The ankerite component begins to stain at 
about 2450, producing a zone where both phases are present.

2469.0 2477.8 Ultramafic.
Continueing in a blue-black section with a finely laminated appearance. A 
more robust fabric is developing here, typically s 55-60 DTCA. A 
non-magnetic, strongly chloritic/weakly talcose section with numerous 
fabric-parallel joints and slips. Very little sulphide developed.

2469.9 2470.0 Fault gouge.
A strong, slightly muddy slip zone about 1/2 in thick. The breaks lie at
55-60 DTCA.

2477.8 2486.9 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Opening into a weakly amphibolitic, dark grey, slightly speckled unit with 
pale grey to pinkish siliceous patchy alteration. Only ankeritic in this 
area, with some strongly magnetic zones. Moderately foliated and well 
mineralised with diss and patchy py, especially in the silicified zones. A 
small pale pink, well mineralised felsite? cuts the core @ 2486.2 to 2486.7. 
It has high angle contacts with irregular sawtooth outlines.

2486.9 2497.0 Ultramafic.
Returning to a blue-black, weakly laminated to speckled unit with a moderate 
amount of fine carb veining/lamini. Fairly soft and strongly chloritic with 
a minor talc component. Continueing ankeritic to about 2488; at 2487.8, fine 
vein calcite becomes apparent. Essentially non-magnetic. Weakly mineralised 
with scattered fine cubic py. The rocks are cut by a tiny pale pink felsite 
@ 2488.8 and numerous 50 degree joints. Foliated at 45-55 DTCA.

2497.0 2507.0 Felsic Dyke Felsite.
Sharp contact @ 45 DTCA into a dark grey, fine grained and hard intrusive
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with some strong similarities to the rocks logged at 2062. Contains small 
sub-angular to oblong inclusions of the surrounding hostrocks; xcut by white 
to pale pinkish, irregular/scrappy carb stringers and strongly magnetic 
throughout. Very weakly foliated at about 45 DTCA. The dyke is strongly 
calcitic and has a very fine gritty to almost salt and pepper texture; small 
later? amphibole flecks and 1-2 mm rafts are scattered throughout. Well 
mineralised with fine diss py. Some distinctive cloudy, pale pink 
carb/silica/hematite alteration is developed for several inches below the 
upper contact; a very weak equivilant phenomena occurs at the 55 degree, 
slightly sheared lower contact.

2504.0 2505.1 Broken Blocky Core.
A physically (while drilling?) crushed zone. Little evidence for a fault or
slip here.

2507.0 2518.1 Ultramafic.
A short section of the blue-black host. Slightly talcy and modestly veined 
with wispy carb stringers. Folaited/veined at 50 DTCA. Weakly magnetic in a 
few spots and strongly carbonated. Weakly mineralised with small amounts of 
fine cubic py. Locally folded/kinked stringers on a cm scale; a 75 degree S3 
orientation is visible at 2517.

2516.8 2516.9 Fault gouge.
A strong, slightly gougy slip a 70 DTCA.

2518.1 2534.9 Felsic Dyke Felsite.
Returning to another dyke as per 2497 and 2062. This example is cleaner, 
more massive and less altered with calcite; it has a darker colour and a 
finer grained more uniform groundmass. Very fine amphibole is present in the 
groundmass. The density of veining is lower here; scrappy stringers and fine 
gashes are found in a few spots. Weakly mineralised with fine diss and 
slightly coarser spotty py. A strongly magnetic interval throughout. Bounded 
by a very sharp, high angle lower contact which exhibits a hint of chilling.

2534.9 2536.4 Amphibolitic.
A strongly amphibolitic, weakly speckled and strongly calcitic interval of 
questionable origin. Similar to the unit noted at 2440. Possibly an altered 
dyke, or an alteration feature (in 4U) related to the overlying FD/1F. 
Strongly magnetic and well mineralised with diss py. Contains traces of fine 
biotite. Very little fabric is developed in spite of the fresh mafics 
(mostly amphibole) . Weakly hematised. Very sharp basal contact @ @ 70 DTCA. 
A tiny qtz-carb veinlet is developed very close to the contact.

2536.4 2544.3 Ultramafic.
A short section of blue-black to slightly greenish host phase. Weakly 
magnetic with a few specks of fine py near the lower contact. Very little 
carb alteration in the form of stringers. Calcitic and locally weakly 
amphibolitic. Fuzzy lower contact at 50-55 DTCA with a very strong chloritic 
alteration rim.

2544.3 2546.9 Felsite.
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Opening into a pale grey, very fine grained dyke with a pink tone. 
Texturally quite similar to the FD/1F dykes logged above, but more apt to be 
logged elswhere as a felsite. Still calcitic in both the matrix and in a few 
fine (hematitic) threads; the groundmass reaction is less vigorous with cold 
HC1 as compared to the overlying FD/1F units. Slightly cracked up with some 
offsetting along very fine fractures. Well mineralised with fine diss py in 
the matrix and slightly coarser grains in some of the fine fractures. 
Strongly magnetic throughout. Contaminated with mafic material near the 
upper contact and slightly more carbonated at the lower one. Less fine 
amphibole is present in this unit as compared with the other FD/1F dykes. 
Fairly sharp lower contact at 35-40 DTCA.

2546.9 2551.4 Amphibolitic.
Opening into another section of slightly speckled, amphibole-rich material 
with some similarities to the rocks noted at 2440 and 2535. Pale grey to 
darker, dirty grey in colour with a pale pink cast in part. The variable 
grain size and development of amphibole and the influx of silica and 
hematite contribute to a variety of speckled and mottled textures through 
this section. Well mineralised in part with diss and spotty py; a few specks 
of chalcopyrite are also visible. Strongly magnetic throughout. Strongly 
calcitic throughout, both in matrix and veins. Weakly veined with a few 
qtz-carb gashes and small siliceous pools. It is not clear what the 
protolith is here; parts may be highly altered dyke material while other 
portions may be altered host-rock. Generally more coarsely grained in the 
upper and lower extremes of the interval with internal contacts; more 
foliated in the lowermost 15 inches 8 about 50 DTCA. Sharp basal contact 8 
65 DTCA with a trace of mud.

2551.4 2567.5 Ultramafic.
Returning to a blue-black to slightly greenish, weakly foliated interval of 
hostrock. Weakly veined with a subtle speckled appearance. A weak 50 degree 
fabric is visible in the uppermost parts of the unit. Calcitic down to about 
2566. Very little sulphide is present. Weakly magnetic in part. Somewhat 
broken up and jointed at angles similar to the planar fabric. Slightly talcy 
in the lower 1/2 of the section. Contains a narrow segment of felsite 8 
2552.7 to 2554.0; very similar to the felsite unit above at 2544 with a 
slightly more reddish tone and slightly more sulphide. The section has sharp 
contacts @ 50/50 DTCA.

2552.7 2554.0 Felsite.

2557.9 2558.0 Fault gouge.
A strong, gougy slip @ 55 DTCA with some fine rock chips.

2558.9 2559.0 Fault gouge.
A strong slip/tight fault with muddy gouge and very fine rock chips. The
break lies at 65 DTCA.

2565.8 2565.9 Fault gouge.
A strong, tight fault with 1/8 of gouge   30 DTCA.
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2567.5 2576.9 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
A continuation of the blue-black host noted immediately above with the 
addition of some strong patchy incipient alteration textures. Variably 
magnetic throughout most of the unit with stronger spikes in the 
siliceous/amphibolitic patches. Ankeritic here. Moderately mineralised with 
greater concentrations in the altered areas; 2-3 mm cubic/spotty py is 
common. Locally silicified. Weakly veined with the finer varieties of carb 
stringer; where these exist they tend to be very strongly deformed and 
ptygmatically folded on a cm scale. Variably foliated; a good value for the 
core angle is about 50 DTCA. Sharp, irregular lower contact at 60 DTCA.

2576.9 2577.8 Felsite.
A pale red-orange, finely mottled and very hard interval with a calcitic 
overprint in carb stringers (fine ankerite is developed in the groundmass). 
Strongly cracked up and riddled with wormy, hematitic/carb-qtz patches and 
low angle stringers. Finely speckled with l mm carb metacrysts and abundant 
1-3 mm cubic and spotty py. Strongly hematitic both in fractures and in the 
groundmass proper. Strongly magnetic. Sharp 45 degree lower contact.

2577.8 2596.7 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Returning to a section of ankeritic, incipient-altered Ultramafics with a 
more laminated character. The rocks here are a pale blue colour with well 
defined brownish, variably amphibolitic zones. These zones are typically 
very hard, well mineralised with fine py and have sharp, 45 degree 
contacts/fabrics. More irregular, wormy vein-like alteration features are 
developed towards the lower contact. A weakly magnetic interval with some 
reaction to the pen magnet in a few of the stronger alteration zones. 
Portions of the host ultramafic also have some fine cubic py in the 
lowermost section of this unit.

2596.7 2597.4 Felsite.
Sharp contact @ 45 degress into a pale orange-brown, finely mottled unit, 
which resembles other felsites even more so than the above logged examples. 
A hematitic and silicified/albitic interval well cracked up with fine 
irregular reddish carb/qtz/hematite stringers and a finer set of 40 degree 
carb-qtz gashes. Weakly magnetic and well mineralised with spotty and diss 
py throughout the groundmass. The groundmass is essentially aphanitic and is 
clouded with tiny carb metacrysts. An ankeritic unit with a sharp, 
undulating/colliform lower contact   about 50 DTCA.

2597.4 2598.4 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
A short interval similar to the rocks noted at 2577. Cut by a small dykelet
of bright red, pyritic syenite?.

2598.4 2599.6 Felsite.
Returning to another small felsite segment, very much as per 2596. Slightly
more speckled here with fine carb. Rather more py as slightly coarser,
anhedral grains and less veining overall. Sharp, very irregular and
convoluted contacts at high core angles. Continueing ankeritic with no late
calcite.
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2599.6 2661.9 Ultramafic.
A larger stretch of pale blue-grey to blue-black ultramafic host. Ankeritic 
and non-magnetic throughoutd spot is magnetic at 2633). Locally weakly 
amphibolitic and weakly silicified with quite variable amounts of patchy and 
irregular wormy carb veining/alteration. Massive to weakly foliated; the 
fabric is variable also at 30-50 DTCA. Although much of the section has 
little fabric, the state of veining suggests that deformation is moderate to 
strong here. A slightly blocky interval with some low angle jointing and 
slips. More structural data follows.

2611.2 2611.6 Broken Blocky Core.
A small zone of finely crushed rock and coarse gouge. The attitude of the
break is unknown.

2613.9 2614.0 Fault gouge.
A strong, very narrow shear/slip zone with small amounts of mud/gouge lying
@ 20 DTCA.

2620.3 2620.4 Fault gouge.
A finely broken up area bounded by a slightly gougy slip @ 20 DTCA.

2637.0 2637.1 Sheared.
A slightly broken up area cut by several low angle slips with undulating
slips. Core angles here range from 10-25 DTCA.

2638.1 2638.8 Broken Blocky Core.
A finely broken/crushed area with remnants of several gougy slips; these are 
orientated at approx 20 DTCA. A stronger intact break with muddy gouge 
bounds the area   15 DTCA.

2645.2 2546.0 Sheared.
A zone cut up by several strong low angle slips/shears, some of which are
slightly gougy. The breaks range from 20-40 DTCA and are stacked across the
zone.

2647.6 2648.3 Broken Blocky Core.

2661.9 2672.1 Felsite.
Sharp contact into a pale purple-grey, slightly gritty unit. Most likely 
related to the above noted felsites. Contains a small amount of fresher, 
very fine amphibole in the groundmass and a few small sub-angular wallrock 
inclusions. A very hard, strongly magnetic unit xcut by a moderate number of 
high angle qtz-carb stringers; many have well developed, beige to yellowish 
alteration halos. Locally well mineralised with fine py; some local fracture 
control is evident. Ankerite is the dominant carbonate here. Generally 
massive, although some very subtle internal banding is evident in places; 
this lies at roughly 50 DTCA. The unit contains a raft of silicified and 
amphibolitic ultramafic ® 2670.1 to 2671.4. Sharp basal contact @ 55 DTCA.

2672.1 2708.9 Ultramafic.
Returning to the host ultramafic. A strongly veined, strongly
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chloritic/talcose section with increasing deformation and local faulting. 
Layered/foliated at 55-65 DTCA. Weakly magnetic in parts and ankeritic 
throughout. Not especially well mineralised; contains traces of py only. The 
interval carries minor amounts of amphibolitic/silicified material. 
Blue-black to locally greenish with some speckled zones. More details on 
structure follow.

2690.4 2692.4 Fault Zone.
A strongly sheared/faulted area cut by several tight gougy faults 8 65-70 
DTCA and one rather more severe fault breccia zone   2691.3 to 2691.8 with 
thick gouge and crushed rock; this break lies at about 65 DTCA.

2705.0 2705.1 Fault gouge.
A tight, slightly gougy slip @ 60 DTCA.

2708.9 2711.1 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Opening into a section of strongly silicified and partly amphibolitic host? 
with a fine layered texture. Pale grey with dark brownish laminations. Parts 
of this zone might be tuffaceous; finer grained, lighter coloured material 
in the lower half of the section has a fine gritty character and a more 
felsic chemistry possibly. A magnetic and calcitic interval with an 
irregular splash of qtz/carb material within a pale brown ?felsite dyke. 
Layered at 55-60 DTCA. Well mineralised with spotty and diss py. Sharp 
contacts   55/55 DTCA.

2711.1 2714.1 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
The host phase; blue-black ultramafic cut by a strong rubbly slip S 2711.3.

2711.3 2711.4 Broken Blocky Core fault gouge.
A rubbly slip with gouge/mud; the break lies at 50-55 DTCA.

2714.1 2715.2 Felsite.
A pale grey coloured unit with some dark grey cloudy areas in the 
groundmass. Very hard, non-magnetic (very weak reactions at the contacts) 
and porphyritic with 1-2 mm pale white euhedral phenos scattered throughout 
the matrix. Cut by several boudinaged carb/qtz/hematite veins lying at 30-40 
DTCA and some weakly hematitic patchy carb (bottom contact area). One vein 
contains a small knot of chalcopyrite and molybdenite. Some late calcite 
exists in these veins; otherwise an ankeritic unit. Almost no sulphide is 
present in the unit; a few tiny py grains are visible in close association 
with some fine scrappy carb. Not a type IF, but the porphyritic texture does 
not preclude calling this rock a felsite. Sharp contacts with strong 
alteration rinds of chlorite and amphibole; the contacts lie at 25/70.

2715.2 2722.8 Incipient Altered Ultraraafics.
Resuming in the host phase which is weakly altered in the familiar incipient 
fashion. Speckled to finely laminated and weakly magnetic. Slightly blocky 
and cut by a strong fault @ 2721. Continueing ankeritic. Cut by an irregular 
pale white qtz with coarse carb selvages and inclusions. Layered/foliated @ 
60 DTCA.
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2721.0 2721.1 Fault gouge.
A high angle fault zone consisting of 1-2 inches of fine gritty gouge
bounded by two 70 degree slips.

2722.8 2734.0 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Sharp contact into a finely laminated, finely amphibolitic, dark grey unit. 
A section of probably ultramafic derivation, altered in an incipient 
fashion, but with a strongly sheared/flattened aspect. Fairly consistent 
banding/layering on a sub-cm scale throughout with a few tiny kinked 
zones(S3   about 50 DTCA). Some of the texture is related to 'veining' while 
other areas are differentiated based on variations in alteration. Small 
scale boudinage structures are common. The layering lies at 80-85 degrees. 
Well mineralised with streaky and layer-delimited grainy py; some of 
sulphide is deformed and rotated with tiny strain shadows developing. 
Locally weakly hematised and or/quite siliceous (almost cherty near the 
lower contact). Ankeritic with a later? calcite overprint in later 
discordant (low angle) carb stringers and threads. Very small ladder 
structures at low core angles cut some of the more siliceous zones. Coring 
well in this area with minimal jointing. Fairly sharp lower contact   45-50 
DTCA.

2734.0 2736.3 Felsite.
Opening into a pale pink to brownish unit with a mottled to patchy texture. 
Finely speckled with mm scale carb metacrysts and xcut by fine 45 degree 
carb gashes and threads. Locally porphyritic with 2 mm rounded, pale white 
feldspar phenos. Moderately magnetic down to 2735.5. Variably hematised and 
rather siliceous. Calcitic and weakly ankeritic. Becomes strongly pyritic 
and almost cherty below 2735.5; otherwise weakly mineralised with scattered 
fine py. Contains traces of chalcopyrite. Quite porphyritic again at the 
basal contact; the contact is somwhat fuzzy and has l 1/2 in thick chloritic 
alteration rind developed in the hostrock.

2736.3 2745.7 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
A dark grey to slightly brownish section of variably amphibolitic, weakly 
veined material. Moderately hard, and weakly foliated at 70-75 DTCA. Invaded 
by small blebs and worms of siliceous reddish alteration. A few small high 
angle qtz-carb gashes carry 5-6 mm chalcopyrite crystals. Otherwise, 
modestly mineralised with scattered diss py in the matrix. Weakly magnetic 
in the altered portions of the interval. Weakly calcitic in the most 
siliceous parts of the unit. Sharp, 60 degree lower contact.

2745.7 2750.4 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Another brownish section, but with a larger grain size and some similarities 
to the rocks described above at 2440 and 2536 above- Later accicular 1-2 mm 
amphiboles are growing in a dirty, dark red-brown, calcitic groundmass. 
Strongly magnetic throughout. Very little discreet veining is developed 
here; more subtle reddish carb pools and gashes are the norm. Weakly 
mineralised with small amounts of diss py. Sharp lower contact at 60-65 
DTCA. Possibly a highly altered dyke, based on the sharp contacts. A small 
wallrock raft is caught up in the section at about 2749.0.
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2750.4 2827.5 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Opening into a weakly speckled, blue black interval. Locally slightly 
amphibolitic and brownish. A rather weakly veined section with fine wispy 
and cloudy carb alteration. Patchy in calcite throughout the zone. Weakly 
mineralised with background py. Coring very well; moderate RQD values would 
be the norm here. Weakly jointed at high angles throughout. Weakly magnetic 
in part becoming more consistently magnetic lower in the section. A small 
pale brownish felsite dykelet cuts the section at 2780 to 2780.9; it has a 
fine speckled appearance and sharp contacts   30/50 DTCA. The rocks become 
more veined and/or laminated below 2818; the layering is oriented at 65-70 
DTCA.

2827.5 2835.1 Basalt ?.
A narrow blocky zone opens into a dark green, very fine grained unit. 
Massive to locally laminated and weakly veined at high core angles. Locally 
very hard with a more grey colour and some very fine carb speckling 
(silicified). Quite blocky to broken up in the interval. Variably 
mineralised with diss and spotty/streaky py (deformed). Magnetic throughout. 
A strongly chloritic phase which might be derived from a mafic flow or tuff. 
Calcitic in both the matrix and in veins/stringers. Sharp lower contact at 
70 DTCA.

2830.0 2830.8 Broken Blocky Core.

2835.1 2837.1 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
A small section of well laminated, dark green-black ultramafic host. A 
narrow, silicified, pale grey alteration zone lies at 2836.2,- it is magnetic 
very finely laminated. The layering/foliation lies at 65-70. Ankeritic here.

2837.1 2857.1 Felsite.
Fuzzy, nearly 90 degree contact into a dark brownish coloured dyke. Fine 
grained with a minute gritty/speckled texture. Massive and very hard with a 
consistent attraction to the pen magnet. Ankeritic. Riddled with low and 
high angle carb-qtz stringers and gashes throughout; many are spilling beige 
to yellowish alteration into the immediate hostrock. Moderately mineralised 
with scattered diss and 1-3 mm cubic py, mostly in and around veining. Fine 
angular xenoliths of the host ultramafic are caught up in the section; a few 
more occur in the lowermost 2-3 feet of the dyke. A 2 in thick milky qtz 
vein xcuts and locally brecciates the host O 2849.6; it carries very little 
sulphide along with traces of specular hematite. Very sharp lower contact @ 
50 DTCA.

2857.1 2861.1 Ultramafic.
A short section of blue-grey ultramafic host with a weakly developed 
foliated/layered mottled texture. Very little discreet veining. Non-magnetic 
and sparsely mineralised.

2861.1 2866.0 Mafic Intrusive.
Sharp contact into a dark grey-brown coloured, highly altered dyke of 
questionable origin. The sharp contacts and presence of wallrock inclusions 
suggest an intrusive origin. A fine grained, massive rock with a very fine
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salt and pepper type of groundmass texture. The phase consists of a fine 
aggregate of carbonate, chlorite and amphibole xcut by fine carb stringers. 
Non-magnetic and very weakly mineralised. Quite hard. Bleached with slightly 
coarser (later) amphiboles at the basal contact. An ankeritic section with 
contacts   40/30 DTCA.

2866.0 2878.3 Ultramafic.
A dark grey-blue section of hostrock. Non-magnetic and ankeritic with a 
modest smattering of wispy and patchy carb alteration. Weakly foliated at 
low angles. Sparsely mineralised at best. Blocky and broken up throughout. 
Irregular, convoluted lower contact against the underlying intrusive.

2878.3 2882.9 Felsite.
A pale orange, rather blotchy intrusive similar to other felsites logged 
above. Very hard and variably altered with carbonate and hematite, causing 
portions of the unit to become darker grey or more biege to buff brown in 
colour. A fine grained, locally magnetic phase which has been cracked up and 
laced with fine qtz, carb and chloritic threads and stringers. Contains 
large ragged rafts of wallrock near the upper contact. An ankeritic section 
which is well mineralised with diss and 1-2 mm spotty py throughout most of 
the matrix; some fracture control is also evident. Sharp lower contact @ 65 
DTCA.

2882.3 2925.3 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Opening into a sequence of more strongly deformed ultramafic rocks which 
have been strongly veined and locally totally replaced with siliceous and 
carbonate material. An increase in the intensity of alteration/deformation 
is evident even at the start of the unit; the normal blue-black host is 
moderately veined with rather disrupted and boudinaged carbonate veins which 
lie at quite low core angles (typically 15-45 DTCA). Moving downhole, the 
section is xcut by series of very strong gougy faults and fault zones. The 
familiar patchy, brownish alteration begins to occur below 2900; this 
continues down to 2912 where the amphibole begins to be replaced with patchy 
pale beige to slightly greenish silica and carbonate alteration. During this 
transition the foliation becomes flatter and more irregular. As well, higher 
angle (later) ribbon qtz xcuts all the existing rocks and fabrics. The 
resulting texture is not too much different than the varigated/veined 
texture common in green carb units. The deformation becomes very intense in 
the lowermost 4 feet of the section; a higher angle cleavage strongly 
crenulates parts of the wallrock. A mostly non-magnetic interval, with some 
magnetic hot spots in some of the more strongly altered zones. Ankeritic 
throughout the section. Generally not well mineralised in the blue-black 
portions of the unit; more diss and fine spotty py is developed in the 
altered(amphibole/silica) areas. Weakly fuchsitic in one of the most 
intensely altered areas- ex   2915.0. More details on faulting and structure 
follows.

2892.9 2893.0 Sheared.
A tight slip with traces of gouge and some slicks parallel to the strike of
break. Lying at 55 DTCA.
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2897.0 2901.0 Fault Zone.
A strongly broken up and faulted area xcut by two discreet fault 
breccia/gouge zones and a low angle, slightly gougy slip. The interval opens 
along a 20 degree slip which proceeds downhole to about 2898.0. A coarse 
fault breccia is found at 2898.6 to 2899.0 with bounding shears at 65/50 
DTCA. At 2900.5 to 2901.0 lies another finely crushed zone with a probable 
core angle of about 30 degrees.

2909.0 2909.9 Broken Blocky Core.
A finely crushed zone with some remnant gouge in places. Possibly a 35
degree break here.

2920.5 2921.2 Sheared.
A strong 15-20 degree chloritic slip cuts the core.

2925.3 2934.8 Felsite.
Sharp contact into a pale grey to brownish interval with a subtle patchy 
appearance. Fine grained, rather hard and magnetic throughout. Contains 
several amphibolitic rafts of incipient-altered wallrock in various states 
of assimilation. Modestly veined with fine, high angle stringers and gashes 
and a lesser number of blobby/patchy qtz bodies. Very well mineralised with 
diss and spotty py. Ankeritic and weakly hematitic in this section. Very 
much like other felsites logged above. Contacts   35/50.

2934.8 2951.5 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Opening into a locally faulted to rubbly zone of about 503; highly disrupted 
blue-black ultramafic material and 50% pale biege to brown to purplish 
incipient siliceous/amphibolitic alteration/dykes. These components are in 
turn xcut by a number of patchy and wormy/sinuous pale white qtz veins with 
carb inclusions. Only partly magnetic; some of the brownish and siliceous 
areas respond well to the pen magnetic. Similarly mineralised in many of the 
siliceous areas; very little sulphide is seen in the veining. Finely diss 
and 2-3 mm cubic is typical. Foliation/layering is typically oriented at 
50-60 DTCA. Continuing ankeritic here. Details on structural elements follow 
below.

2941.1 2942.8 Broken Blocky Core.
A section of crushed and broken core xcut by at least two fault zones.

2941.1 2941.4 Fault gouge.
A 2-3 in wide gritty/gougy fault zone. Some of the crushed mateerial has
been washed out. Slicks are visible on the upper bounding surface; these are
oriented parallel to the strike of the break. The break lies at about 25
DTCA.

2942.5 2942.7 Fault gouge.
A gritty/gougy fault zone with bounding slips @ about 55/35.

2943.0 2943.1 Fault gouge.
A narrow shear zone with traces of gouge at 60 DTCA.
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2943.7 2943.8 Fault gouge.
A strong slip with a trace of gouge S) about 35-40 DTCA.

2944.1 2944.2 Fault gouge.
A tight, gougy slip @ 65 DTCA.

2949.2 2950.8 Broken Blocky Core.

2951.5 2968.3 Basalt.
Opening into a very dark green, finely mottled to massive to weakly foliated 
interval of very fine grained basalt. Locally altered with patchy silica and 
carb which turns the rock to more of a grey or beige colour. In some areas, 
a crude facsimile of incipient style alteration is beginning to form, 
complete with the irregular patchy to wormy late qtz. Flowy texture is not 
visible in the interval; it may be that this is a tuffaceous horizon. Weakly 
magnetic in the less altered (green) areas of the interval. The most 
consistent fabric/layering lies at about 45-55 DTCA; some significant 
divergence from this down to 10 degree core angles is visible in the lower 
half of the interval. Weakly mineralised in much of the section,- fine wispy 
and diss py is most common in and around the alteration. The veining carries 
little sulphide normally. Sharp contacts e 70/45 DTCA.

2968.3 2983.8 Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
Returning to a strongly deformed section similar to the rocks at 2934. High 
angle kinking/shearing is crenulating a good part of the matrix. A well 
cored interval with some broken blocky material near 2981. About 10% of the 
section is brownish/silicified/amphibolitic material; the remainder is 
strongly varigated with a texture very similar to good green carbonate end 
members. Essentially non-magnetic except for the strongly altered areas. 
Similarly weakly mineralised in the siliceous zones. Very small amounts of 
fine fuchsite flecking are present in some of the qtz and in place to place 
in the matrix. Ankeritic here. Sharp, arcuate lower contact at about 35 DTCA.

2980.9 2982.0 Broken Blocky Core.
A broken up interval with traces of mud. The rocks are totally crushed into
small flakes for the bottom 3 inches up to 2982.

2983.8 2988.0 Felsite.
Contact into a pale brownish to reddish, fine grained interval. Another 
flavour of fine-grained, very hard felsite. This example is riddled with 
dark grey to brownish microfractures and at least two generations of sub-cm 
to cm scale carb, qtz-carb and chloritic stringers. Most of these fracture 
systems lie at core angles between 10 and 35 DTCA. A family of cm scale 
watery qtz gashes and blebs also overprint these rocks; they contain fine 
cubic sulphide in contrast to the veining seen in most felsites. A well 
mineralised interval with predominantly groundmass py; diss and streaky 
habits are most common. A moderately magnetic interval; tiny hematite and 
magnetite grains are sprinkled throughout much of the matrix. Ankeritic in 
this section. Locally strongly hematised around carb-qtz fractures. Sharp 
lower contact with a fine scalloped texture.
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2988.0 3030.7 Incipient Altered Ultramafics Carbonated Zone.
Returning to another section of highly developed incipient alteration which 
borders on the production of true green carbonate alteration. The interval 
is occupied by a pale beige to grey-purple, medium grained, rather gritty 
silica and carbonate-rich phase. These altered zones have well developed, 
fine cataclastic textures internally and in some cases carry small amounts 
of fine accicular amphibole. (Small amounts of sericite may be introduced in 
some areas also). This texture/alteration product is interpreted to be the 
end result of prolonged alteration by incipient-style fluids; this is in 
contrast to these zones originally having been some type of felsic dyke. The 
remaining rocks are pale grey green, well carbonated/veined ultramafics 
which become more strongly deformed and varigated moving downhole. Below 
3011.6 these remnants have progressed to a sub-green carb phase which does 
contain a very weak fuchsite wash. Small, discreet qtz and qtz-carb veins 
carry fine fuchsite flecking also. Below 3026 the fuchsite slowly fades out 
and is absent at 3030.7. An ankeritic and essentially non-magnetic interval. 
The rocks are well cored in this area and jointing is limited. Areas showing 
more consistent foliation (original SI) have core angles in the 50-60 degree 
range. This fabric becomes quite irregular below 3011; it is commonly at 
much lower angles although it is inconsistent at best. A weakly mineralised 
interval which contains small amounts of fine cubic or slightly finer diss 
py throughout the groundmass. Most veining contains very little if any 
sulphide. The unit concludes at the end of a beige alteration zone along a 
high angle contact.

3030.7 3049.1 Ultramafic Carbonated Ultramafics.
Gradational contact into blue black, strongly ankeritic ultramafic with a 
rather blotchy to mottled texture from the off-white ankerite component. The 
gradational contact is a reflection of the deterioration of the carb and 
incipient alteration from the above unit into more typical blue black 
ultramafic - here with sections of gouge. The foliation in this section 
averages 50 degrees to the core axis although there is a more highly 
contorted section from 3039.8 to 3044.0 - this section is also accompanied 
by the dark brownish to cola coloured style of alteration, is weakly to 
moderately magnetic and contains traces of fine pyrite...unlike the balance 
of the ultramafic here. The lower contact is along a zone of relatively 
strong reddish to beige incipient alteration over 13 cms at 72 degrees 
adjacent to a dyke of felsite - the strong alteration does not appear to be 
an altered and fractured contact zone of the dyke. The two sections of gouge 
in this section are found at.

3035.0 3035.2 Fault gouge at 60 ?? degrees, and,-.

3036.0 3036.5 Fault gouge and granulated core at 42 degrees.

3049.1 3052.8 Felsite Felsic Dyke.
Contact into a dull grey brown to grey and beige dyke dyke of apparent 
felsite that has some characteristics more typical of a felsic dyke to 
feldspar porphyry. Those characteristics include coarse phenocrysts l 
raetacrysts of feldspar and a couple of ultramafic fragments. The plagioclase 
crystals are up to 7 mms in size and have diffuse margins, otherwise, the
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matrix component is very fine grained to massive. The rock is hard and 
siliceous, weakly to moderately magnetic from apparent exsolved magnetite, 
poorly veined to fractured, and, mineralized with l to 2% disseminated 
pyrite. The upper contact is quite sharp and fractured at 72 degrees, the 
lower contact is a little more diffuse and chilled at 70 degrees.

3052.8 3076.3 Carbonated Ultramafics Ultramafic.
Return to the strongly ankeritic ultramafic with the tendency towards a 
mottled texture from off-white to beigy ankerite. The ultramafic in this 
section varies from dull grey green in colour at the outset to more of the 
typical blue black ultramafic with depth. The ultramafic contains some 
gouged sections as above but is generally more strongly carbonated, contains 
some isolated buff coloured carbonate patches and has accessory quartz 
ankerite veining. The ultramafic is nonmagnetic and is very poorly 
mineralized. The milky to pale greyish quartz veining is dogtoothed with 
ankerite and generally has irregular and broken contacts - best veining at 
roughly 60% between 3058 and 3060.2. The lower contact of this section is 
sharp at 40 degrees to the core axis. The core is moderate to strongly 
foliated at 35 degrees to the core axis with sections of gouge at :.

3054.0 3054.3 Fault gouge - at 42 degrees.

3056.9 3057.1 Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge.

3059.9 3060.0 Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge.

3076.3 3079.5 Altered Syenite.
Contact into a very narrow dyke of what appears to be altered syenite. The 
dyke is fine grained to very fine grained and is essentially featureless. 
The unit is dull to bright orange in colour, hard, siliceous and is 
moderately magnetic from the presence of irregular blebs of magnetite. The 
core is well fractured to veined with greyish to milky quartz usually at 
shallow angles to the core axis and is mineralized with l to 3% pyrite +X- 
splashes of chalcopyrite. Quartz veins tend to have ankerite margins - the 
syenite being bleached and ankeritic next to the vein as opposed to the more 
typical dogtooth ankerite. The quartz veins also carry the chalcopyrite 
while pyrite is found throughout the rock. Contacts are clean and sharp 
albeit a little irregular with veining at 40 S 46 degrees.

3079.5 3114.2 Carbonated Ultramafics Ultramafic.
Return once more to ultramafic rocks - here, as before, the ultramafic is 
strongly ankeritic with a mottled to irregularly veined appearance from 
accessory off white to pale greyish ankerite. The ultramafic is nonmagnetic 
and is essentially unmineralized. There are only local quartz veins in the 
system with patchy to dogtooth ankerite. The foliation varies from 50 to 25 
degrees to the core axis - the shallower angles dominant, and, there are 
local gouged sections. Approaching the lower contact the ultramafic becomes 
sharply amphibolitic after 3111.1 prior to the contact with a wide quartz 
vein at 18 degrees to the core axis - the foliation here is at 30 degrees. 
Sections of gouge within the ultramafic include :.
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3094.4 3094.7 Fault gouge - at 46/37 degrees, and;.

3095.8 3096.2 Fault gouge - and granulated core at 42/34 degrees.

3114.2 3124.1 QUARTZ VEIN ZONE
Contact into what appears to be a single quartz vein. The vein marks the 
transition from carbonated ultramafic into more definite carb rocks but is 
otherwise nondescript. The vein is milky quartz that is very weakly 
fractured with carbonated ultramafic material around which the vein is 
generally greyer in colour and shows a weak ankerite component. The vein is 
unmineralized. Contacts are clean and sharp albeit a little irregular at 
18/68 degrees.

3124.1 3196.9 CARBONATED ZONE CARBONATED ULTRAMAFICS
Contact into a package of carb rocks that for the most part are clearly from 
an ultramafic protolith. The package is strongly altered and trends toward 
carb and green carb zones with a couple of isolated sections that look to be 
potentially tuffaceous. This package is part of an overall system that is in 
gradational contact with a couple of other code 4 units - the sequencing in 
the short term being from carb rocks here at the outset, grading towards 
ultramafic and carbonated ultramafic at 3196.9, then back to more carb and 
green carb rocks after 3273. The packages are separated based on their 
general lithological characteristics even though all of the zones appear to 
have an ultramafic parentage-
This first package is a mixture of strongly carbonated (ankeritic) rocks 
next to the quartz vein section. The ultramafic heritage is clear from a 
variety of streaks to zones of ultramafic throughout. The ultramafic varies 
from blue grey and blue black to an almost ashy grey and medium to dark grey 
green in colour intercalated with buff to yellowish carb rocks, emerald 
green fuchsitic carb, grey to reddish and beige carb rocks, and, brownish to 
grey sections of potential tuff. Relict brownish to grey alteration of the 
ultramafic is also present in addition to what appears to be strongly 
carbonated incipient alteration. It is the strongly carbonated incipient 
alteration that is tricky to distinguish from the two potential units of 
tuff. The rocks are variably magnetic and variably mineralized such that the 
common point of departure is that the rocks are strongly ankeritic. The 
sequence breakdown proceeds as :.

3124.1 3139.4 Carbonated Ultramafics.
This package of carbonated ultramafic is a total mix of the colours noted 
above with blue grey to blue black ankeritic ultramafic grading to ashy grey 
carb with shreds to streaks of ultramafic after 3125.8. The pale ankerite 
section changes along some quartz ankerite veining at 3130.6 at 59 degrees 
into more of a dull to dark grey green, more strongly chloritic ultramafic 
with weak brownish altered streaks that locally host accessory sericite and 
chlorite making the alteration streaks to patches greenish to yellowish in 
colour and granular textured with carb. While the brownish to yellowish 
altered sections typically have traces of pyrite, these zones are not as 
hard, magnetic, nor as well mineralized as some dull reddish orange to dull
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yellow ochre streaks to patches of probable relict incipient alteration 
between 3133.6 and 3135.2 - the largest at 3134.3 is 7 cms at 66 degrees. 
The ultramafic is nonmagnetic aside from the relict incipient alteration, is 
poorly veined with quartz ankerite and is moderate to strongly foliated at 
50 to 70 degrees. The lower contact is subparallel to the foliation at 70 
degrees.

3139.4 3144.5 Tuff Incipient Altered Ultramafics.
This is the first of two units that is a possible tuff - the rock having a 
crudely laminated appearance from alteration layering. The alteration 
layering is defined by the ankerite with brownish to yellowish alteration 
streaks, wisps and blebs, in addition to ultramafic streaks providing the 
colour contrast as layers. This streaky alteration l foliation is fairly 
consistent at 70 degrees to the core axis. The rock exhibits a fine granular 
texture from ankerite, is weakly to moderately magnetic throughout and is 
finely mineralized with streaks to fine disseminations of pyrite up to S-5% 
on a very local scale. The rock is also moderately hard and siliceous - 
potentially typical to both tuff and incipient alteration although its 
layering is quite different than the previous section. The lower contact is 
streaky altered at 59 degrees.

3144.5 3151.3 Carbonated Ultramafics.
Return to the dull to dark grey green, chloritic ultramafic style of unit 
with patchy brownish to yellowish streaks and incipient altered sections on 
a cm-size scale. These altered sections comprise less than 10% of the rock 
and, while they are weakly to moderately magnetic and better mineralized 
than the balance of the system, mineralization overall is very minor in 
amount. The foliation is variable here at 50 to 60 degrees.

3151.3 3154.3 Tuff.
This second tuffaceous style of unit appears to be a much more viable tuff 
than the first although the characteristics are little different. This 
particular member is much finer grained and chertier than the previous 
section with the rock being very finely granular textured to massive. There 
is a weak development of a gritty texture to scattered quartz eyes that are 
typical to the tuff members and the rock is sufficiently siliceous that 
there is a weak reaction to the presence of ankerite. The rock is streaky 
altered to layered brownish to grey and yellowish, is foliated at 50 degrees 
to the core axism, sprinkled with exsolved magnetite, and is finely 
mineralized with fine grained, usually foliation-parallel, blebs of pyrite. 
Both contacts are well defined with what appears to be patchy, incipient 
altered ultramafic at 50 degrees.

3154.3 3161.1 Carbonated Ultramafics.
Dull grey green to blue black, variably chloritic and ankeritic ultramafic 
with buff to grey and brownish, more siliceous carb patches up to 11 cms in 
size. The alteration patches carry the better mineralization but the pyrite 
content is very minor in amount overall. This particular suite is 
nonmagnetic and the foliation is variable from 40 to 70 degrees.

3161.1 3163.1 Felsite.
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Contact into a narrow section that does not spring to mind as being 
incipient alteration but more of a felsite. The unit is hard and siliceous 
and is finely granular textured with ankerite. The rock is also liberally 
sprinkled with magnetite, has a reddish beige to reddish grey colour, is 
weakly fractured to veined and is mineralized with trace to 2% fine pyrite. 
The original texture seems to be totally obliterated by the carb, but the 
lower contact is sharp and appears to bleach the adjacent carb rock - upper 
contact irregular averaging 65 degrees, lower contact at 55 degrees.

3163.1 3186.8 Carbonated Zone Green Carbonate Zone.
Contact into a package of carb rocks consisting of intercalated emerald 
green fuchsitic carb and buff to beige, dull yellow ochre and reddish toned 
carb sections. It is the buff to beige and reddish toned units that dominate 

the reddish toned sections invariably containing exsolved magnetite. Most 
of these reddish toned sections are striped with ankerite and flecked with 
sericite and fuchsite such that carb appears to be the correct designation - 
there are no cues to suggest felsite. These sections may be a reflection of 
strongly blasted incipient alteration. Typically the more sericitic members 
are better mineralized with pyrite, up to 2-3% locally. The foliation varies 
from 50 to 60 degrees to the core axis. Quartz and quartz ankerite veining 
are minor in amount.

3186.8 3196.9 Green Carbonate Zone Carbonated Zone.
This change from a carb to fuchsitic dominated carb package is simply a 
reflection of the fuchsite mineralogy which dominates in this area at the 
expense of the beige to dull yellow ochre carb patches. The change is taken 
along a streaky buff carb section at 60 degrees - the change being quite 
abrupt from roughly 80% buff carb to less than 10%. The fuchsitic carb is 
dull to dark emerald green in colour and is progressively more strongly 
streaked with dark ultramafic material approaching the lower contact. The 
lower contact placement is somewhat arbitrary along veining at 39 degrees 
below which there is a much weaker fuchsite component. This carb package is 
nonmagnetic, irregularly veined to fractured with ankerite, and is very 
sparsely mineralized with pyrite.

3196.9 3273.0 CARBONATED ULTRAMAFICS
Contact into a package of carbonated (ankeritic) ultramafic rocks 
transitional between two packages of carb rocks. In a gross sense the 
transition consists of carb to carbonated ultramafic rocks somewhat 
gradational into the outside carb packages surrounding a core of black 
ultramafic from 3209.4 to 3250.1.

3196.9 3209.4 Carbonated Zone Carbonated Ultramafics.
This first transition is marked by dull to dark grey green carb rocks with 
black to blue black streaky ultramafic material that leaves little doubt to 
the ultramafic parentage of the section. The rocks are strongly carbonated 
with numerous, close-packed blebs and streaks of ankerite and a typical 
granular texture from ankerite. There are very isolated buff coloured carb 
patches in the system and rare traces of fuchsite. The core is nonmagnetic 
and is variably veined to fractured with quartz and ankerite especially
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approaching the lower contact. The lower reaches of this section are more 
highly fractured to brecciated after 3205.5 - the lower contact appearing to 
be along a narrow, 4 cm ankerite vein breccia at 55 degrees. This part of 
the package is essentially unmineralized.

3209.4 3250.1 Ultramafic.
The core ultramafic package is largely black to blue black in colour with 
dark bluish green to dull grey green fringe zones - particularly approaching 
the lower contact after 3240.5. The ultramafic is fine grained to very fine 
grained and is moderate to strongly magnetic in the central part from 3219.5 
to 3240.5 with patchy magnetism in the fringe zones where the carbonate 
content is increasing. The ultramafic is moderately hard in this package - 
softer than the adjacent carb rocks but harder than ordinary. The hardness 
is at least a partial reflection of the brownish alteration found throughout 
the unit accompanied by partial amphibolitization and suspected accessory 
silica in addition to the strong ankerite component. The ultramafic is 
weakly to moderately mineralized with fine pyrite up to 2-3% on a very local 
scale. Aside from streaks to fractures with ankerite -f/- quartz, the 
ultramafic is poorly veined except for the section from 3240.5 to 3241.8 
which consists of about 40% quartz-ankerite veining amongst blocky and 
broken core with traces of gouge - blocky to broken carb rock striped with 
ankerite sitting just above the veined zone from 3239.5 to 3240.5. The 
carbonate content gradually increases after the veined zone.

3239.5 3241.8 Broken Blocky Core w/ Gouge - trace of gouge at 3240.9 - 3 mms 
at 57 degrees.

3250.1 3273.0 Carbonated Zone Carbonated Ultramafics.
Return to carb rocks that are clearly of an ultramafic parentage marking the 
lower transition into the second carb package below 3273.0. As at the upper 
part of this overall zone the core is lighter in colour with a strong 
ankerite component but is streaked with dark ultramafic material. The 
package also contains isolated patches of buff to orangish and grey carb in 
the system. The transition from ultramafic is marked by a sharp increase in 
the ankerite content turning the ultramafic an ashy grey colour with blebs 
of ultramafic material subparallel to the foliation at 52 degrees. The 
balance of this system is dull grey to grey green in colour. Aside from a 
couple of grey altered carb patches, the rock is nonmagnetic and is very 
sparsely mineralized with pyrite. There is a trace of grit to gouge in a 
section of blocky to broken core from 3264.3 to 3265.5 as :.

3265.4 3265.5 Fault gouge - 5 rams grit at 46 ?? degrees.

The lower contact of the transitional ultramafic package is placed at the 
start of a buff coloured carb unit with an irregular upper contact that 
turns from 38 to 61 degrees to the core axis. The lower contact is also more 
highly fractured to brecciated over the basal 5 feet.

3273.0 3618.9 GREEN CARBONATE ZONE
Contact into the second of the carb packages - this one having a much higher
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proportion of the emerald green fuchsitic carb than the previous carb 
sequence and is, in general, more uniform in appearance- As usual there are 
a wide variety of carb styles in the package but a crude subdivision can be 
attempted based on alteration style and type. In this instance, the upper 
part of the package proceeds from a carb breccia with a variety of buff to 
yellow ochre carb patches and an increasing fuchsite component with depth to 
3289.1, followed by fuchsitic carb with dark fractures containing fuchsite 
+I- ultramafic material to 3299, before becoming a more uniform fuchsitic 
carb sequence...etc. Common to the overall package is the presence of 
ankerite and the lack of magnetism - veining, fracturing, alteration and 
mineralization are quite variable across the package. The sequence breakdown 
proceeds as.

3273.0 3289.1 Carbonated Zone breccia.
This upper part of the carb package is initiated along a section of dull 
brownish beige carb to 3675.8 - both contacts being sharp but very irregular 
as noted above. This brownish beige carb is very finely granular textured, 
finely flecked with pale mica that is locally emerald green in colour, 
weakly fractured with discontinuous stringers of ankerite t/- quartz and is 
unmineralized. This unit frames the breccia that follows - dull grey beige 
to greenish carb that is highly fractured with dark fuchsite and ultramafic 
material and contains a mixed bag of orangish to buff coloured fragments in 
addition to irregular buff to dull yellow brown carbonate patches to 15 cms 
in size. The fuchsite component increases with depth such that by the end of 
the zone the rock is a bright emerald green fuchsitic carb. The carb patches 
to fragments host the better pyrite mineralization but that is in trace 
amounts overall. The core is moderately veined with stringers of greyish 
quartz in addition to the normal ankerite stringers +X- quartz - best 
veining between 3282.5 and 3288, averaging about 25% with quartz dominant. 
The lower contact placement is somewhat arbitrary along the last of the buff 
coloured alteration patches in this section - contact irregular at 31 to 67 
degrees.

3289.1 3372.8 Green Carbonate Zone.
Contact, albeit arbitrary, into a sequence of much more uniform emerald 
green fuchsitic carbonate. There are very few of the buff to dull yellow 
ochre carb patches in this area aside from 3306.0 to 3306.4, and in the 
short corridor between 3313 and 3318.5. The upper part of this section 
continues to be fractured with dark fuchsite and ultramafic material to 
roughly 3299, below which the carb is more massive. The core is variably 
veined with stringers of greyish quartz usually with ankeritic rinds, as 
well as ankerite +S- quartz fractures. The zone averages about 10 to 15% 
quartz veining at variable angles - the largest vein at 3344.9 to 3345.6, 
with slightly irregular contacts averaging 57 degrees to the core axis. 
Aside from the buff to yellow carb patches which carry traces of pyrite, the 
green carb zone is effectively unmineralized. The yellow colour is a 
function of the sericite content which is common in fine flecks and streaks 
throughout the system in addition to being dominant in the yellower sections.

3372.8 3374.1 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a narrow unit of yellow beige to yellow ochre carb that appears
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to span a transition between the bright emerald green carb rocks and a 
duller fuchsitic carb with streaks of greyer ultramafic material. The carb 
is finely granular textured and sericitic and is flecked with fuchsitic 
mica. There is a minor amount of ankerite quartz veining and, typical to 
these yellow carb sections there are traces of disseminated pyrite. Both 
contacts are sharp and a little irregular at 30/28 degrees.

3374.1 3395.1 Green Carbonate Zone Carbonated Zone.
After the yellowish carb section the green carb becomes duller in colour and 
is weakly to moderately streaked with dark coloured ultramafic material. 
This results in more greyish coloured carb rocks with a weaker fuchsite 
component particularly towards the base of the unit after 3389, although 
fuchsite persists across this system. There is an absence of the grey quartz 
stringers in this section - white ankerite stringers and fractures with a 
rare quartz component are the norm in this area. The ultramafic streaks and, 
to a lesser extent the ankerite veins, enhance a moderately developed 
foliation here at 25 to 35 degrees. The core is flecked with straw coloured 
sericite and emerald green fuchsite, and is essentially unmineralized. 
Contacts of this section are at 28/27 degrees.

3395.1 3411.0 Green Carbonate Zone Contact Zone.
This short package of carb rocks with the qualifying contact zone code marks 
a transition from the greyer coloured fuchsitic carb above to a much 
brighter, lime green to yellowish fuchsitic carb after 3411. The transition 
proceeds from dull to dark emerald green carb with very few streaks of 
ultramafic material to 3397.0 beyond which the carb is a bright emerald 
green colour. The first of the straw yellow to yellow ochre carb patches 
occurs in the system at 3400.8 with scattered yellowish to weakly orangish 
patches to the end of the zone. These yellowish streaks to patches enhance a 
rather crudely developed foliation at 25 to 35 degrees to the core axis. One 
of the dull yellow ochre patches in the system from 3402.5 to 3403.7 is 
essentially a granular mosaic of quartz and sericitic carb. Contacts to this 
patch are irregular at 31/45 degrees and the unit is irregularly fractured 
with fuchsite. While the protolith is in doubt for this section, this mosaic 
texture is reminiscent of tuffaceous material. The yellowish sections are 
mineralized with trace amounts of pyrite with the fuchsitic carb parts being 
essentially barren. The lower contact of this transition zone is also 
irregular averaging 29 degrees to the core axis.

3411.0 3439.3 Carbonated Zone Green Carbonate Zone.
Irregular contact into a package of lime to yellowish green and dull yellow 
grey sericitic, fuchsitic carb rocks - the yellow colour attributed to 
pervasive sericite alteration in the normal apple to emerald green fuchsitic 
carb. There are also two of the carbonate mosaic style of unit at the outset 
of the zone as 3411.9 to 3412.2 at 17/20 degrees, contacts irregular with 
veining and fracturing, and, 3422.6 to 3427.4 at 25/31 degrees, contacts 
again irregular with veining the lower contact being partly offset by a l cm 
quartz vein at 18 degrees. The lower unit is grey beige to yellowish beige 
in colour and is inscrutable in relation to the protolith - the magnetic 
susceptibility is weaker than the carb and nonmagnetic carbonated ultramafic 
units but certainly near that range and not distinctly related to other rock
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units in the current database. Between 3430 and 3435 the carb is cut by some 
orange stained quartz stringers to fractures with traces of exsolved 
magnetite reminiscent of incipient alteration. There are traces of pyrite in 
the carbonate mosaic style of material but otherwise the yellow altered carb 
rocks are very sparsely to unmineralized. The lower contact is irregular 
with a larger unit of the carbonate mosaic style at 17 degrees to the core 
axis .

3439.3 3462.0 Carbonated Zone.
Contact into a much wider unit of the carbonate mosaic style with grains of 
quartz */- ankerite in a beige to yellowish and yellow ochre fine grained 
matrix of ankerite, sericite and fuchsite. As before, there is little 
certainty of the protolith and the rock has a distinct cataclastic texture 
such that the unit could have originated as a felsite or, less likely, as a 
tuff. The carb is weakly mineralized with disseminated pyrite and there is a 
splash of chalcopyrite in an ankerite-quartz vein at 3446.6. There are also 
two irregular patches of emerald green carbonate in the system at 3448.4 to 
3449.1 at 15/35 degrees, and, 3461.3 to 3461.7 just cutting along the core 
axis. Below the upper green carb, the carb mosaic unit becomes more highly 
fractured with chlorite and dark ultramafic material leading up to an 
ankerite-quartz vein and breccia from 3454.5 to 3455.5 where the rock is 
darker grey green to olive in colour and appears to be fractured with 
ultramafic material. The breccia with veining is unmineralized and has 
irregular contacts. The core from 3449.1 to 3455.5 is variably blocky to 
broken around the breccia in the overlying fractured zone. The lower contact 
of the carbonate mosaic package is irregular with veining but appears to be 
at 46 degrees. The blocky zone and breccia are coded together as :.

3449.1 3455.5 Broken Blocky Core breccia.

3462.0 3466.6 Green Carbonate Zone.
A narrow section of lime to emerald green carbonate with a moderately 
developed foliation at 35 degrees to the core axis. The lime green portions 
are a reflection of increased sericite and tend to be finer grained to more 
massive than the typical emerald green, granular textured carb. The 
foliation is enhanced by scattered fine quartz veins with ankeritic rinds - 
there are only a couple of wider quartz veins to 3.5 cms in size. Traces of 
fine pyrite are found in the system, usually subparallel to the foliation 
which consequently means subparallel to the fine veining. The alteration 
layering to streaking and the foliation in parts of the lime green sections 
yield an impression of the Anoki Deep style tuff.

3466.6 3469.6 Carbonated Zone Felsite.
Contact into another of the carbonate style of unit with an irregular patch 
of fuchsitic carb at 3468.6 - 6 cms at 31/60 degrees. The upper of these two 
units has a couple of very fine grained siliceous patches that appear to 
reflect a felsite protolith. These patches are finely fractured with carb 
and sericite and deteriorate into the carbonate mosaic style of unit towards 
the contacts and with increased fracturing. The whole of this area is more 
strongly siliceous than the adjacent rocks with the siliceous sections being 
pale grey beige to beige in colour grading to dull yellow ochre with fine
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traces of fuchsite in the carbonate mosaic parts. The dyke/dykes are 
mineralized with trace to UT disseminated pyrite. The rocks are well 
fractured but rather poorly veined with quartz. The outside contacts are a 
little irregular to ragged at 37/45 degrees.

3469.6 3477.0 Carbonated Zone Green Carbonate Zone.
Contact into a short package of intercalated emerald green fuchsitic carb 
rocks and beige to yellow ochre carbonate mosaic / felsite material. 
Contacts between these two phases are generally at very shallow, O to 20 
degree, angles to the core axis with the units almost threading the core 
axis. The carbonate mosaic material is not as well developed as previous but 
the mosaic texture is readily visible - the mix of units is about 50/50. 
There is trace only pyrite in this section and veining is poorly developed. 
The lower contact of this package is along 3 cms of greyish cherty material 
/ fine veining with fuchsitic carb and fine pyrite at 36 degrees to the core 
axis .

3477.0 3499.0 Green Carbonate Zone Carbonated Zone.
This particular package of emerald green fuchsitic carb rocks contains a 
number of sections of grey to beige grey to putty coloured carb. These 
greyer sections are very fine grained to massive such that the only clear 
mineralogy is ankerite +I- slight silica flooding next to some veins. Thus 
the protolith is unclear. Contacts between fuchsitic carb and the greyer 
sections are locally sharp at 60 to 75 degrees to the core axis but the norm 
is for contacts to be gradational or deteriorate into irregular greyish 
patches surrounded by pale to bright emerald green carb. Veining is elevated 
in this area as well with about 15% milky to greyish quartz veins with 
ankeritic rinds in addition to ankerite 4-/- quartz streaks stringers and 
fractures that appear to be older than the quartz generation - a shallow 
angled set of quartz veins also appears to be older than a set at 40 to 60 
degrees. Pyrite is effectively absent in this section. The lower contact 
placement is somewhat arbitrary at the last of the greyer carbonate seen - 
subparallel to the foliation at 37 degrees. The magnetic susceptibility 
suggests no difference between the greyer and the emerald green carb.

3499.0 3537.1 Green Carbonate Zone.
Gradation into a wider section of emerald green fuchsitic carbonate with 
only very isolated streaks to patches of dull yellow ochre to orangish and 
beige carbonate mosaic to carb patches - maximum size noted at 5 cms just 
cutting the core axis. The fuchsitic carb varies from a bright rich emerald 
green to locally a more lime coloured cast. The system is quite well veined 
with 10 to 20% milky to grey quartz stringers on top of the normal ankerite 
*/- quartz streaks stringers and fractures. Locally the carb is very hard 
and silica flooded in areas with accessory veining. Pyrite mineralization is 
minimal with some traces in the green carb and more commonly near or within 
the yellower patches.

3537.1 3549.9 Carbonated Zone Green Carbonate Zone.
Contact into a mixed carb sequence of dull yellow beige to yellow ochre carb 
rocks with local orange tones intercalated with bright emerald green 
fuchsitic carb - the more yellowish rocks dominate. The yellow carb rocks
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display a rather crudely developed mosaic texture locally along with some 
granular to gritty and streaky altered parts reminiscent of altered tuff 
but, for the most part, the package is yellow granular carb with no clear 
inference to protolith. The yellower sections are larger than the ordinary 
patches and are found at 3537.1-3539.0 at 31/30 degrees,- 3539.7-3540.5 at 
25/46 degrees,- 3541.1-3541.7 running along the core axis; 3542.4-3544.9 at 
35/40 degrees, and; 3547.8-3549.9 at 67/41 degrees. Very isolated traces of 
pyrite are noted in the system - mostly in the yellower carb patches which 
also tend to be the focus of the limited grey quartz veining that is present 
- about 5%.

3549.9 3558.2 Green Carbonate Zone.
An arbitrary contact into a section of emerald green carbonate. The carb 
carb here is slightly duller in tone with some darker fuchsitic and 
chloritic +/- traces of ultramafic material in fractures- There are only a 
couple of very small beige to grey beige carb patches in this section with 
one wider zone from 3556.0-3557.0 at 60/63 degrees. Milky to grey quartz 
veining is not well represented with less than 5% veins and the amount of 
ankerite stringers and fractures is suppressed as well. The core is 
essentially unmineralized except for some very fine pyrite in the wider grey 
beige carb section.

3558.2 3560.3 Felsite.

Contact into a narrow dyke that is very fine grained but appears to be 
distinctly a felsite, while there is no inference of a porphyritic texture, 
the dyke is hard and siliceous, very fine grained to massive, nonmagnetic, 
and varies in colour from brownish beige to pinkish and orangish in tone. 
Approaching the lower contact there is a weak suggestion of a carb mosaic 
texture from accessory fracturing otherwise the unit is massive and shows 
only a weak reaction to the presence of ankerite due to the silica content. 
The dyke is also partly fractured with a couple of gash-like sections of 
green carbonate. The dyke is weakly fractured with quartz +/- ankerite 
stringers at generally shallow angles, O to 30 degrees, to the core axis, 
and, is mineralized with trace to l* fine pyrite that is most common near 
the dyke contacts. Contacts are at 58/41 degrees and are sharp but irregular 
to undulating.

3560.3 3613.6 Green Carbonate Zone.
Return to fuchsitic carbonate which varies from a dull to deep emerald green 
colour promoted by darker fuchsite */- chlorite and ultramafic material in 
the fracturing. There are local sections here that have a lighter lime green 
cast from the presence of accessory sericite plus there are some isolated, 
small, less than 2 cms, patches of the more buff to grey beige carb - only 
one larger patch of buff carb is noted in the system at 3563.5 to 3564.2 
with ragged contacts at 42/48 degrees. The carb is rather poorly veined with 
quartz in this area and the ankerite component is most common as streaks to 
close-packed blebs as opposed to discreet stringers. The ankerite component 
enhances a weak to moderate foliation in the carb rocks at 30 to 60 degrees 

the foliation being partly contorted to undulating across the section. 
Pyrite mineralization is effectively absent.
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3613.6 3615.5 Felsite.
Contact into a narrow porphyritic felsite dyke with scattered phenocrysts to 
metacrysts of plagioclase up to 5 mms in size in a very fine grained matrix. 
The dyke is hard and siliceous and very finely fractured with ankerite such 
that there is only a weak to moderate reaction to the presence of ankerite 
due to the elevated silica content. The rock is brownish beige in colour 
with local weak orange tones - the orange tones occurring closest to the 
contacts where there is a weak but very crude sense of the carbonate mosaic 
style of alteration. The rock is finely fractured with ankerite +S- quartz 
fractures and is mineralized with trace to H disseminated pyrite. Contacts 
are irregular at 16/40 degrees. This particular unit has the lowest magnetic 
susceptibility in the carb suite to date.

3615.5 3618.9 Green Carbonate Zone Contact Zone.
This interval appears to be a transitional package and the last of the main 
green carbonate suite. The carb is a medium to dark emerald green with some 
dark fuchsite +/- chlorite and ultramafic fractures and hosts some irregular 
patches to streaks of dull yellow ochre and beige carb along with one patch 
of more orangish carbonate mosaic style of unit. The rocks are highly 
fractured to veined and brecciated with ankerite but there are only very 
scattered traces of fine pyrite. The lower contact is sharply gradational 
into greyer carb rocks - the contact being a little diffuse but clear at 55 
degrees and more like an alteration front than a sharp change in the rock.

3618.9 3756.9 CARBONATED ZONE
Contact into another package of carb rocks which appears to be a 
continuation of the broad carb system encountered below the 10-foot quartz 
vein at 3114.2. These rocks are much greyer in colour than the above emerald 
green fuchsitic carb rocks and the ultramafic parentage is clearly in 
evidence. The core varies from grey to a dull grey beige colour and is 
thoroughly fractured with blue grey to blue black ultramafic material or, as 
is probably the case, the ankerite component has nearly obliterated the 
ultramafic host. The core contains streaks, stringers, discontinuous layers 
and close-packed blebs of ankerite in a blue grey to blue black and locally 
more brownish altered ultramafic matrix. Sericite alteration is sporadic 
accounting for some of the more beige toned sections with traces of fuchsite 
found normally in the presence of accessory ankerite stringers and 
fractures. Most of the black material appears to be a reflection of the 
ultramafic host being partly amphibolitized and is normally associated with 
some brownish alteration as well.
The carb rocks are nonmagnetic but there is a moderate range in their 
magnetic susceptibilities. The core is thoroughly fractured with ankerite in 
the order of 30 to 5(^ stringers with only minor quartz. Pyrite 
mineralization is negligible. The rock is also moderately hard - not to 
suggest a soft, talcose ultramafic host.
From 3656.8 to 3657.5, there is a dull pinkish grey to orange toned 
siliceous section at 56/43 degrees. The rock is hard, very fine grained, 
partly fractured with carb to carbonated ultramafic, nonmagnetic, poorly 
veined and sparsely mineralized with trace only fine pyrite. The adjacent 
carbonated ultramafic is more massive in appearance and partly silica
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flooded for 4.5 cms at the upper contact and 20 cms at the lower contct. 
While incipient alteration may be a possibility, the unit would appear to be 
an altered felsite based on the uniformity of the section, its sharp 
contacts, the contact effects (??) in the adjacent rock, and, the fact that 
the zone is nonmagnetic.
Circa 3679 there is a gradational but subtle increase in the ultramafic 
component such that roughly after 3682 the carb zone is probably better 
described as a strongly carbonated ultramafic.

3662.9 3663.2 Broken Blocky Core fault gouge.
A finely broken up area bounded by a slightly gougy slip   3662.9 and
remnants of a small milky qtz vein. The slip lies at 60 DTCA.

3691.3 3691.4 Fault gouge.
A tight gougy slip at 60 DTCA.

3682.0 3717.7 Carbonated Ultramafics.
The core is darker in colour in this area and has a mottled texture from 
innumerable off-white to beige grains of ankerite in a dull grey to bluish 
grey and olive coloured matrix. The core continues to be fractured to 
streaked with ankerite as well but the stringer carb is not as prolific 
here. The magnetic susceptibilities also tend to jump around a bit in this 
area. The carbonated ultramafic continues to be nonmagnetic and is 
essentially unmineralized but there is an increase in the quartz vein 
component around 3688 - some 10 to 20% irregular, milky veins with weakly to 
nonankeritic rinds. A couple of veins carry traces of fuchsite.

3717.7 3734.5 Quartz veining Carbonated Ultramafics.
A section of predominantly milky white to slightly greyish qtz veining with 
pale grey green, finely mottled to weakly foliated wallrock fragments and 
rafts. Small flecks, ribbons and cloudy patches of fuchsite are contained in 
the vein material; locally the wallrock is slightly greener due to an 
increase in chlorite and fuchsite alteration. A later, high angle set of 
carb-qtz stringers xcuts some of the wallrock rafts also. Most of the qtz 
contains very little if any sulphide. Much of the carbonated wallrock is 
similarly devoid of sulphide. A notable exception is a pale brownish to 
beige coloured, finer-grained almost gritty interval at 3722.5 to 3723.2; 
this possibly tuffaceous? band is weakly mineralised near the upper contact 
with some fine diss and spotty py. The section is bonded by (deformed) 
fairly sharp, sinuous contacts at 50/25 DTCA and contains numerous fine qtz 
eyes, many of which are most probably cataclastic remnants. As an alternate, 
this material may be a 'peanut butter dyke 1 type of feature. A non-magnetic 
interval.

3734.5 3756.9 Carbonated Ultramafics.
A pale grey-green section of coarsely mottled/speckled very heavily 
carbonated ultramafic. Very weakly magnetic in a few spots, and not 
especially well mineralised. Weakly fuchsitic adjacent to some veining and 
rarely in the matrix. Riddled with scrappy qtz and carb stringers and blebs; 
these tend to lie at various angles with a slight preference towards lower 
core angles. A more prominent pale milky carb-qtz vein with fine
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chloritic/fuchsitic ribbons and flecks lies at 3748.4 to 3749.5; it contains 
little if any sulphide. Below 3744.7 the rocks become progressively more 
broken up and or crushed moving downhole. Some pitted/weathered sections are 
apparent, as is some remnant gouge and mud in a few spots. A 5 foot void 
occurs below 3750; the drillers report a strong water seam in this area 
also. More details on this area follow below.

3756.9 3835.8

3743.7 3743.8 Fault gouge.
A strong fault with a good 1/4 to 1/2 inch of gouge and very fine fault 
breccia lies at 65 to 70 DTCA. Xcuts some slips in this area which are 
associated with the breccia zone noted below.

3743.7 3746.4 Breccia zone Broken Blocky Core.
A zone of pitted/weathered core, some of which is broken up and crushed and 
some of which is intact and preserves the original brecciated texture. The 
greyish host is sliced and criss-crossed by tight, slightly gougy slips 
lying at 30 to 50 DTCA. The rock mass is locally coarsely granulated but is 
still intact. Some small qtz-carb veinlets have been caught up in the zone 
and subsequently broken-up and moved about.

3747.0 3748.0 Broken Blocky Core.
A finely crushed area with some remnant gouge. Possibly a low angle fault
crossed through here. Some weak fuchsite alteration is present in the rock
fragments.

3750.0 3756.6 Broken Blocky Core lost core.
A rubbly, broken interval with some traces of fuchsitic gouge. Mostly
angular fragments with little fine gravel component.
Bounded by two slips; the upper one has slicks perp to the strike of the
break and lies at 60 DTCA; the lower one carries a small amount of gritty
gouge and lies at about 55 DTCA. Little evidence is left in the remaining
core to establish where exactly the lost core is in the section. The
orientation of the void is similarly unknown.

TUFF
A sharp change in a rubbly area into a sequence of finely laminated/bedded 
tuffaceous rocks with a few small rafts of ultramafic material. The layering 
is typically developed at a mm to cm scale and core angles are generally 
high. A variably coloured interval with variations from pale orange to beige 
to grey to pale greenish. A gritty texture, composed of fine qtz eyes and 
very fine lithic fragments is visible in most parts of the system. A 
modestly veined sequence with minimal (fabric) discordant patchy or high 
angle scrappy stringers. Weakly mineralised with local exceptions. Locally 
kinked on a mm to cm scale; some cm scale chevron folding is present as is 
larger scale evidence of fold closures. Some intense faulting is developed 
in the uppermost parts of the unit. Locally silicified, sericitic and weakly 
hematised. Weakly magnetic in part; much of the unit barely responds to the 
pen magnet. An ankeritic sequence with no calcite. More details follow.

3756.9 3763.0 Tuff.

A pale honey-brown to orange coloured, highly disrupted section with
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irregular, ptygmatically folded carb-qtz sweats developed in and along crude 
layering. Brownish and riddled with very fine microfractures down to 3758.9; 
then becoming more orange. Locally invaded by slightly thicker (1-2 inches) 
reddish carb veins which resemble features seen in incipient-type alteration 
zones. Much of the core here is broken up or crushed (as in fault zones) or 
sliced up along slightly gougy slips. Although very irregular, an 
approximate core angle for the layering would be about 40-60 DTCA; much of 
the banding lies flatter than this. Weakly hematised throughout. Rather hard 
here. Pale greenish (sericitic) lenses are intercalated throughout. Weakly 
mineralised with some very fine streaky py along some of the fine greenish 
lenses. Essentially non-magnetic. Xcut by some quite strong faults; details 
follow below.

3756.9 3757.9 Broken Blocky Core.

3758.9 3759.6 Broken Blocky Core fault gouge.
A finely crushed and broken up zone with considerable gouge at around 3759.1 
to 3759.3. The chaotic state of what is left does not allow a core angle 
determination.

3762.0 3763.0 Slips.
A short section of core cut by several sericitic to slightly gougy slips.
They range from 35 to 60 DTCA.

3763.0 3780.4 Tuff.

Continueing in tuff into a more beige to greenish coloured section with a 
slightly more defined layering. Patchy to varigated in part reflecting a 
highly strained rock mass. Generally more sericite is developed in this 
area. Weakly veined with scrappy and fine blebby pale grey to transluscent 
qtz (usually with carb selvages) . Folded on a cm scale and on a sub-meter 
scale; the core cuts the hinge area of an open fold in the interval 3776 to 
3778 (axial plane @ approx 90 DTCA). Quite disrupted banding/layering down 
to about 3778; below this a more consistent 55 degree orientation is the 
norm. Weakly mineralised and non-magnetic. Xcut by several very strong 
faults which have crushed and finely brecciated the host rocks. More details 
on the structure follow.

3766.3 3767.3 Crushed zone.
Presumably a faulted area which has crushed the core into a fine pebbly 
gravel to very coarse sand sized material. A small qtz vein or bleb has been 
caught up in the zone and partially crushed up also. A very small amount of 
gouge remains. Probably a high angle break here.

3771.5 3771.8 Broken Blocky Core.
A strongly crushed up/disced area with little gouge. Possibly a high angle
break.

3772.9 3773.2 Slips. 
Two slightly gougy, 
about 50/55 DTCA.

rather tight, slightly irregular slips cut the core
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3773.0 3774.0 Fault gouge Broken Blocky Core.
A strong fault zone characterised by a short section of crushed/disced core 
followed by a gritty gouge zone lying at about 50 DTCA. The zone is bounded 
by a black, recemented fine fault breccia,- this suggests a re-activated zone 
which was initially formed and cemented at an earlier time.

3776.1 3776.2 Fault gouge.
A narrow broken/disced zone with traces of gouge on the upper bounding
surface. This upper break lies at 65 DTCA.

3778.6 3778.8 Fault gouge.
Another strongly faulted and crushed area which contains rock fragments and
coarse sandy gouge with a minor mud component. Probably a high angle break.

3780.4 3786.9 Tuff.
A more finely laminated interval, with locally kinked very high angle 
layering. Brownish red to greenish locally. Invaded by some pale brownish, 
boudinaged and veined siliceous material; the texture reminds one of strong 
incipient style alteration. Locally sericitic to almost fuchsitic. The S2 
direction lies at 15 to 30 DTCA and at 65-70 degrees in one instance. Weakly 
mineralised in general. A couple of narrow ultramafic slivers are present in 
the interval. Weakly magnetic in part(more towards the lower contact). Sharp 
lower contact S 60 DTCA.

3786.9 3788.1 Carbonated Ultramafics.
A small raft of mottled, pale green ultramafic material with a weak 
foliation developed   about 60-65 DTCA. Strongly magnetic and weakly 
mineralised. Locally cut by some pale pink, fine incipient style dykelets?.

3788.1 3798.7 Tuff.
Returning to a flesh toned to pale greenish, weakly laminated section.
Weakly veined; more dark grey patchy to beige/orange incipient-style
alteration than true stringers xcut and invade the rocks. Locally
silicified. Generally weakly magnetic; fine magnetite is visible in places.
Kinked and/or tightly folded on a sub-cm scale in part; the state of strain
is still quite high in this interval. Weakly mineralised with very fine diss
py. Layering lies at about 70 DTCA nominally.
A small raft of ultramafic material sits at 3791.5 to 3791.9.

3798.7 3803.0 Tuff sericitic.
Opening into a more consistently very finely laminated section which starts 
out orange in colour and slowly grades into a bright yellow, sericitic-rich 
phase. Much of the unit is silicified and weakly magnetic. Very little 
veining is developed; some sub-cm scale pale grey qtz sweats and small 
patches are present in a couple of spots. Rather sparsely mineralised with 
very fine diss py. As in most of the tuffs, very little sulphide is present 
in the vein material. The layering is oriented at 65 DTCA typically.

3798.8 3798.9 Fault gouge.
A tight slip with minor gouge and slightly more fine gritty breccia material
lies at 60 DTCA.
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3803.0 3835.8 Tuff.
Continueing downhole, across a very sharp, 60 degree contact into a pale 
greenish beige (sericitic) tuff sequence which slowly turns darker and 
greener in colour (more chlorite) moving towards 3835. A very finely 
laminated, slightly gritty interval with very fine sericitic and chloritic 
partings- the true tuffaceous character of these rocks is best expressed in 
this interval. Locally disrupted and deformed where blebby and patchy qtz 
invades the unit. Very finely kinked in many localities; the S3 is often 
oriented at very low core angles, although not always. Locally slightly 
grittier where small lapilli sized fragments accumulate within the more ashy 
matrix. Some good examples of very small scale chevron folding is developed 
in this section ex-   3816 to 3817; axial planes lie at low core angles 
typically. Weakly mineralised except for the lowermost 8 or 9 feet of the 
unit where diss and streaky/spotty py begins to appear in the matrix. This 
elevated py content is the highest seen in the entire tuff system. Generally 
non-magnetic in this interval. A competent, well cored section with one 
blocky/broken area.

3818.3 3819.0 Broken Blocky Core.

3819.4 3819.5 Fault gouge.
A tight slip with minor fine gouge; the break lies at 70 DTCA.

3835.8 3896.9 MAFIC TUFF
Subtle contact into a sequence of very dark grey to brownish to almost 
black, fine grained and variably laminated tuffs. Locally strongly speckled 
with carb metacrysts. Well foliated and generally finely laminated parallel 
to the fabric. Locally slightly wavey at a mm scale in the more finely 
laminated zones. Most of the section is magnetic. Both calcitic and 
ankeritic alteration is represented here; more details follow below. 
Several reddish carb-qtz veins or patches of the same material invade the 
rocks. Weakly amphibolitic in part. Not especially well mineralised; fine 
diss py is visible in the matrix locally. The breakout is as follows.

3835.8 3837.4 Tuff.
A dark grey, highly strained section with mm scale layering. The banding is 
typically 70 DTCA; some kinking is developed in the uppermost portion of the 
interval at about 50 DTCA. Weakly silicified here with very little sulphide 
mineralisation. Continueing ankeritic and becoming magnetic at about 3836.4.

3837.4 3838.4 Quartz.
A pale orange, coarsely speckled to mottled region of patchy and brecciated 
qtz. Small wallrock fragments, pale white angular carb (ankerite)crystals 
and patches of weakly hematitic material are breaking into the hostrocks. 
Weakly mineralised with little if any sulphide in the qtz proper. Spotty, 
strong magnetic responses from small wallrock fragments; otherwise 
non-magnetic. Irregular, convoluted/ragged, high angle contacts. A trace of 
fine chalcopyrite occurs near the upper contact.

3838.4 3839.6 Tuff.
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A short section of rather finely laminated, greyish toned tuff which is 
slightly disked immediately below the upper contact. Ankeritic here and 
strongly magnetic. Some suggestion of a weak incipient type alteration 
texture in the lowermost part of the interval. Very hard and barely 
mineralised with just a hint of sulphide.

3839.6 3846.3 Tuff hematized.
Entering a dark grey, weakly striped/laminated section with a reddish tone
to the lighter coloured components. Slightly amphibolitic in the matrix. A
calcitic and magnetic interval with pale pinkish scrappy carb-qtz stringer
material and a few reddish knots of incipient type alteration 'dykelet 1
phase, lower down in the interval. Foliated/layered o 55 degrees; this
becomes less defined towards the basal contact. Weakly speckled with very
fine metacrysts in the uppermost 2 feet of the unit. Moderately hard
throughout; locally silicified.
Very little sulphide is present in the section; some fine diss py is present
in the lower half of the unit.

3846.3 3849.8 Tuff.
Returning to a more greyish coloured, very finely laminated section quite 
similar to the rocks above at 3838. Strongly magnetic and highly strained 
with several narrow reddish qtz-carb veins again, much as per the vein above 
at 3837. The thickest example has slightly irregular contacts at about 50/60 
and carries very little sulphide. Weakly calcitic.

3849.8 3865.8 Tuff hematized.
Returning to another section of very dark coloured, slightly red toned tuff, 
much as per the rocks at 3839. Slightly more mineralised in this section 
compared to the surrounding tuffs. Moderately magnetic and weakly jointed 
parallel to the dominant fabric. Layered/banded at 55 DTCA. Slightly 
speckled with 1-2 mm carb metacrysts approaching the gradational lower 
contact.

3861.1 3861.2 Fault gouge.
A tight slip with some muddy infilling @ 65 DTCA.

3865.8 3896.9 Tuff.
Opening into a pale grey, finely laminated section much like the interval at 
3846 above. The calcite overprint is replaced by ankerite at 3866.9 except 
for a few local late vein-related occurences. A fairly consistently 
laminated section which is variably speckled with 1-4 mm carb metacrysts 
between 3876.4 and 3892.4. Poorly mineralised and generally magnetic 
throughout. Locally slightly more buff to reddish coloured where more 
intense alteration has bleached the matrix. Very little veining has cut the 
unit; a notable exception lies at 3872.1 3872.6- a reddish patchy and 
stringy carb-qtz splotch has invaded the hostrock. Very little sulphide is 
visible in the vein material. Layered/laminated at 60 DTCA.

3896.9 4128.6 LAPILLI TUFF
Opening along a somewhat abritrary contact into a sequence of intercalated 
fine fragmentals and coarse mafic tuffs analogous to rocks logged at McBean
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footwall to the ultramafic systems. A dark green to green-grey, partly 
laminated to banded system with locally fragment-rich beds. Mostly lithic 
fragments of intermediate, mafic and (lessor) ultramafic composition along 
with some porphyry and a few qtz pebbles constitute the fragment-rich zones. 
A moderately to strongly foliated unit with considerable strain noted in the 
very flattened nature of most clasts. Weakly veined with small scattered 
greyish qtz-carb stringers and blebs; many lie at relatively high core 
angles. A local increase in vein density occurs between 4030 and 4067. 
Weakly mineralised throughout. Similarly weakly to non-magnetic although 
random/patchy would describe the distribution. Both calcitic and ankeritic 
alteration is present. A zone of weak brownish (amphibole) alteration is 
present towards the end of the hole; no obvious control can be seen from the 
core below the zone. More details follow.

3896.9 4031.0 Lapilli Tuff.
An interval of predominantly coarse gritty tuffs with scattered clasts and 
several l to 3 foot thick fragmental beds. A well cored interval with 
minimal fabric-parallel jointing and moderate to good RQD values. The 
layering/fabric is typically 50-65 DTCA. Becoming calcitic below 3952.7; 
both in veining and the groundmass. Weakly speckled with fine carb 
metacrysts from 3910 to 3914 approx. A couple of more intensely deformed 
corridors have a weak crenulation cleavage developing; the 32 lies at high 
core angles typically. Weakly veined and sparsely mineralised through much 
of this section. Weakly mineralised with fine spotty and cubic py; most 
sulphide is present in the matrix as apposed to the veining. Slightly more 
sulphide is associated with the fragmental lenses. Very little grading in 
the tuffs here,- fine beds of varying grain size are easily differentiated 
but grading is rare.

4031.0 4056.0 Quartz vein zone.
A lighter green to pale beige coloured zone with approx 7% scrappy and 
irregular qtz veining, generally at high angles. Locally sericitic in this 
area, both in the matrix as patchy alteration and in scattered fragments. An 
area of high strain with a streaky or wispy appearance in the groundmass. 
The section is initially calcitic; this is replaced by ankerite at 4038.2. 
Generally non-magnetic with very little mineralisation; some fine py is 
present in and around veining in the lowermost portions of the unit. 
Foliated at 65 DTCA.

4056.0 4092.7 Lapilli Tuff.
A section of very dark grass green tuff, partly more massive with a weak 
foliation and partly more altered (mottled to weakly spotted). An interval 
where fragments appear quite undeformed in some areas and extremely plastic 
in others. In the more deformed areas the foliation becomes disrupted or 
folded and ends up lying parallel to the CA in one spot. Locally veined with 
either high angle qtz-carb infillings (much as in the preceeding unit) or 
more rounded, patchy masses which accompany strongly deformed, almost 
brecciated zones. Locally magnetic in this unit and weakly sericitic in and 
around some of the veining. Not a strongly mineralised interval, but some 
fine py occurs near some of the veining and to a greater extent in the 
matrix approaching the lower contact.
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AU1 

OZ/T

AU2 

PPB

Calcite returns 
core angle.

to the rocks at about 4058.4. Sharp lower contact @ a high

4092.7 4104.6 Amphibolitic.
A very highly strained, weakly laminated zone with a brownish cast. High 
angle cm scale layering/lamination/alteration is disrupted and weakly kinked 
and broken locally. S2 lies at low core angles here. Weakly amphibolitic and 
hematised throughout; probably weakly silicified also. A magnetic section 
with small amounts of very fine py dusted throughout the matrix. No discreet 
qtz veining is developed here as above; the rocks have cored well and are 
affected more from pervasive alteration. Sharp lower contact- an alteration 
front really defines the limits of the zone; the strong deformation 
continues downhole.

4104.6 4128.6 Conglomerate.
A pale green to multi-coloured, very highly deformed fragmental with 
considerably less matrix material as compared to other fragmental beds 
above. Layered to coarsely laminated in part where clasts are squashed and 
kinked into crude layering. Parts of the unit where more matrix is visible 
have a mottled appearance. The layering lies at about 40-50 DTCA. Weakly 
mineralised with diss py; almost all of the sulphide occurs in the matrix. 
Weakly magnetic in part. The lowermost portion of the is weakly veined with 
greyish qtz; traces of sulphide occur in and around the qtz.

End of Hole- 4128.6 Feet.
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Onta aration of Assessment Work 
on Mining Land

-ectton (6(2) and 66(3), R.S.O.1990

Transaction Number (office use)

Assessment Files Research Imaging

32D04NW2010 2.18780 GAUTHIER 900

iUbsections 66(2) and 66(3) of the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the Mining Act, this 
ment work and correspond with the mining land holder Questions about this collection 
ament and Mines, 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 6B5.

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240.
- Please type or print in ink. ^. ^ ^

2.187 8 O1. Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary)
Name 
QUEENSTON MINING INC.
Address SUITE 1116, 

111 RICHMOND ST. W.
TORONTO, ONTARIO M5H 2G4

Name

Address

Client Number 
185109
Telephone Number 
416 364-0001
Fax Number 
416 364-5098
Client Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

2. Type of work performed: Check (S) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

D Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, fvTl Physical: drilling stripping, n Rehabilitation 
assavs and work under section 1 8 freost *— ' tmnchinn and associated assavs D

Work Type 

DIAMOND DRILLING

DateaWork Prom To l 

P**""*" Day 06 | Men* 07 | Year 98 D^ 27 | Month 08 | Year98

Global PoaWoning System Data (if available) Townahip/Araa GAUTHIER TWP.

MorG-PtanNumber 

G-3211

Office Use
Commodity

Total S Value of 
Work Claimed ^3.. 6ofc
NTS Reference

Mining Division Jy .J* y rlsijkp

Resident Geolog 
District &JJ?

List Z)
wahdU O\a?kc .

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Name 
DALE ALEXANDER 4 MURRAY MCGILL, GEOLOGISTS
Address cfc QUEENSTON MINING INC, 
PO BOX 996, KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO P2N 3L1
Name 
BENOIT DIAMOND DRILLING LTD.
Address 
17D1, RUE L'HYDRO, C.P. 815, VAL D'OR, QUEBEC
Name

—. ̂ ——.
RpriEIVFTTVty

— SEP 41998vV \0
QEOOOICNepJ\oAeSMUIhNI 

O""*

Address

Tctephon6 Number 
(705) 567-4377
Fax Number 
(705) 567-4426
Telephone Number 
(819)824-9107
Fax Number 
(819)825-0784
Telephone Number

Fax Number

4. * 'f*' ?,4 Holder or AGENT
l, WAYNE BENHAM. do hereby certify that l have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in

(Print Maim)
this Dedaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during or after its 
completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.
Signature of Recorded Holder or Agent l 'yiK ^^~——-

Agent's Address v 
c/o QUEENSTON MINING INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO

Telephone Number 
(416) 364-0001

^ 3 h /i e
Fax Number 
(416) 364-5098

0241 (0&87)

Dec 3



SEP-04-1998 15:15 QUEENSTON-JOUTEL 416 364 5099 p. 03 
C. Work to b* recorded and distributed. Work can only be assigned to claims mat are contiguous (adjoining) to the minmg 
land where wo* was performed, at the tbnewprk was performed. A map showing the contiguous link must accompany this

WQntWM QQOt OH OanBT •QBIC
mtwiQ •no, jhow n ttwi 

column ttM bcflBoo runtar

•g

•B

1

r ?
3

4

S

6

7

e

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TB7BZ7

1234567

1234586

L. 3893 1/2

L. 8828

L 121 4034

L 121 9966

L 1203540

Coom Totals

1Mb. Fer otter

18 he

12

2

7.7 ha

10.5 ha

1

1

2

4

VMutofwork 
pertofiMdonMe 
cttn trotter 
nMttjhnd.

CZBA2S

0

SMQ2

915,009

978,797

0

0

0

993.806

Veto* of wort 
oppOodtoH.
oWm.

N/A

S24AD

S 4.000

0

0

9400

9400

9800

91,600

Value of *ort

S24O30

0

0

91^00

9400

^ 0

^ 0

X 0

91,600

BM*. VMM of work 
tDbedWrfeuM

BT8 0
SZ675

0

54,892

X 913,809

S 978.397

0

0

0

992^06

l. WAYNE BENHAM. do hereby certify that the above worK credits are eligible under
P*nft*ttmt

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application to the claim 
where the work was done.
Signature or Recorded Hontr or

9. Instructions for cuffing back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits claimed in this declaration may be cut back. Ptease check (O in the boxes betow to show how you wish to 
prioritize the deletion of credits:

1. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated. 
EI 2. Credits are to be cut back starting wWi the claims listed last, working backwards; or 
O 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over au claims Rsted in this declaration; or 
D 4. Credits are to be cut back as prioritized on the attached appendix or as follows (describe):

Note: tt you have not indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits wHl be cut back from the 
followed by option number 2 if necessary.

For Office Use Only \ ^rt^f
Received Samp

OMIgBlW)

Decmd Apprond (Mi

Me Append

M Nrtfckonlgj^^Jii^

Total VMue a CfMtAppraMd

AppnjMtd ter Recording by Mining RaooMer (Sjgmftn)

SEP 04 '96 15=14 416 364 5038 PflGE.03

Note: If you have not indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first, 
followed by option number 2 if necessary.

For Office Use Only——————————^—^————
Received Stamp

0241 (03/97)

RECEIVED
SEP -*, 1398 il-

GEOSCIENCF ASSESSMENT 
__ OFFICE

Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit Approved

Approved for Recording by Wining Recorder (Signature)



Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development
andMnas

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the auttorlty of subsectfon 6(1) of the Assessnient Work ^
Act, this Information is a public record. This information wtt be used to review the assessment work and correspond with the mining land holder. Questions about this
collection should be directed to a Provincial Mining Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E
BBS. 2.18? 8 O

Work Type

DIAMOND DRILLING

CORE LOGGING, DRILL LOG S, SECTIONS

Units of work
Depending on the type of work, Hst the number of 
hours/days worked, metres of drilling, kilometres of 
grid line, number of samples, etc.

41 28.6 feet
35 days

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

Transportation Costs

Food and Lodging Costs

Cost Per Unit 
of work

S20.60m
S2507day

Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Cost

S85,056
S8,750

393,806

Calculations of Filing Discounts:

1. Work filed within two years of performance is claimed at 100*fc of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at 50*X) of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 s Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work older than S years is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs within 45 days of a 

request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Certification verifying costs:

i, WAYNE BENHAM, do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may reasonably
(please print full name)

be determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on the accompanying 

Declaration of Work form as AGENT l am authorized to make this certification.
(recorded holder, agent or state company position with signing authority)

0212(03/97)

DECEIVE
SEP - li 1998

E

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT

Signature Date



Ministry of Ministers du
Northern Development DeVeloppement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road

October 1, 1998 6th Floor
Sudbury, Ontario

Wayne Benham P3E 6B5
QUEENSTON MINING INC.
1116-111 RICHMOND STREET WEST Telephone: (888) 415-9846
TORONTO, ONTARIO Fax: (877)670-1555
M5H-2G4

Visit our website at: 
www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/MINES/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.18780

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9880.00575 Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Steve Beneteau by e-mail at 
benetest@epo.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 12887 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2.18780

Date Correspondence Sent: October 01, 1998 Assessor: Steve Beneteau

Transaction First Claim 
Number Number

W9880.00575 3893

Section:
16 Drilling PDRILL

Township(s) l Area(s)

GAUTHIER

Status

Deemed Approval

Approval Date

September 30, 1998

Correspondence to:
Resident Geologist 
Kirkland Lake, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
Wayne Benham 
QUEENSTON MINING INC. 
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 12887
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INDEX TO LAND DISPOSITION
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G-32II
TOWNSHIP

JUL i

GAUTHIER
RECEIVED

JUL 15 1998
GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 

_____OFFICE—————

M.N.R. ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT

KIRKLAND LAKE
MINING DIVISION

LARDER LAKE
UNO TITLES/REGISTRY DIVISION

TIMISKAMING

Scale 1:20 000

1000 1000 2000
M*trM

FMt
1000 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 8000 7000 MOO 9000

Metro

10000

Contour Interval 10 Metres

SYMBOLS
Boundary

Township, Meridian, Baseline..

Road allowance; surveyed 
shoreline.

Lot/Concession; surveyed, 
unsurveyed

Parcel; surveyed
unsurveyed

Right-of-way; road
railway 
utility.

Reservation 

Cliff, Pit, Pile

Contour
Interpolated ..,................................. - — - -
Approximate ................................... ~- -~
Depression................,..........,.......,. C. A ^ .^..3

Control point (horizontal) ....................................... A

Flooded land...................................... ~-r-i:-~-i-i-i-~-r-~--

Mine head frame ......,...................................... ( a

Pipeline (above ground) .,.......................... — ——

Railway; single track......,...................,.... -*———i———*-
double track.............................. ~*——————
abandoned.......................,....... -1— —— —*—

Road; highway, county, township ...,................ ™ss™™
access
trail, bush... 

Shoreline (original). 

Transmission line.. 

Wooded area......

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS
Patent

Surface 4 Mining Rights ....................................
Surface Rights Only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mining Rights Only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .

p

Lease
Surface 4 Mining Rights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Surface Rights Only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mining Rights Only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Licence of Occupation . . . m . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .T

Order-in-Council. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .OC

.B

.H

Cancelled

Reservation... 

Sand Si G ravel.

ARCHIVED JULY 28, 1995 

ARCHIVED AUGUST 26/97. 

CIRCULATED JANUARY 25. 1995 ML

AREAS WITHDRAWN FROM DISPOSITION

MRO- Mining Rights Only
SRO- Surface Rights Only
M -i- S - Mining and Surface Rights

DncHpllon Date Dlopcwltlon File

TOWNSITE STAKING RESTRICTED S.S. 30(B) MINING ACT

BARRICK POWER LINE 
(APPUICATION PENDING UNDER PUBLIC LANDS ACT)

THE INFORMATION THAT 
APPEARS ON THIS MAP 
HAS BEEN COMPILED 
FROM VARIOUS SOURCES, 
AND ACCURACY IS NOT 
GUARANTEED. THOSE 
WISHING TO STAKE MIN 
ING CLAIMS SHOULD CON 
SULT WITH THE MINING 
RECORDER, MINISTRY OF 
NORTHERN DEVELOP 
MENT AND MINES, FOR AD 
DITIONAL INFORMATION 
ON THE STATUS OF THE 
LANDS SHOWN HEREON.

NOTICE OF FORESTRY ACTIVITY
THIS TOWNSHIP l AREA FALLS WITHIN THE ___

AND~MA"Y"BE SUBJECT TO FORESTRY OPERATIONS. 
THE MNR UNIT FORESTER FOR THIS AREA CAN BE 
CONTACTED AT:

P.O. BOX (29 
SWASTIKA, ONT. 

POK ITO 
705-642-3222

Map base and land disposition drafting by Surveys and tapping 
Branch, Ministry of Natural Resources.

The disposition of land, location of lot fabric and parcel boundaries on 
this index was compiled for administrative purposes only.
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